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This internship report describes the student's experiences 
while working for the Development Department of Laguna Gloria Art 
Museum in Austin, Texas. This museum is a non-collecting, 
contemporary art museum, dedi cated to twentieth century Ameri can 
art. At the time of the student's internship, Laguna Gloria was a 
Museum in transition; attempting to move from its original 
location on the outskirts of town into a proposed downtown 
facility. This proposed facility was envisioned to improve the 
Museum's image in the community as a major cultural asset. 
The intern's assignments in the Development Department were 
not directly associated with this new facility though the proposed 
new bUilding had a major impact on the Museum's continuing 
operations. 
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I. The History of Laguna Gloria 
The original villa that presently houses the galleries of 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum (LGAM) was built in 1916 by San Antonio 
architect Harvey L. Page. Henry Sevier and Clara Driscoll Sevier 
commissioned this villa to be built with Spanish and Italian 
elements to remind them of their European holidays together. The 
villa is situated on twenty-eight and one-half acres near Mount 
Bonnell, the highest elevation in Travis County, Texas. Prior to 
real estate development in subsequent years, Laguna Gloria was a 
fairly isolated retreat for the Seviers. 1 
Clara Driscoll is remembered in Texas as a great 
phi 1anthropi st and promi nent bus i nesswoman. As hei r to the vast 
Dri sco11 fortune, she was able to donate needed funds to many 
fledgl ing cultural and civic causes. In her crusade to preserve 
southwestern architecture, she saved the Al amo from commerci al 
development by purchasing the property in 1904. In 1906, title to 
the Alamo was transferred to the state, along with strict 
provisions for its preservation. About th is time she met and 
married State Legislator Henry Sevier, and they moved to New York 
1Laguna Glori a Art Museum, The Hi story of Laguna 
Gloria, brochure (Austin: Laguna Gloria Art Museum, 
Inc., April 1987), n.p. 
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City. Sevier became an editor of the New York Evening Sun while 
Clara wrote romance novels and successful comedies for Broadway.2 
The Seviers returned to Austin in 1914 where Henry Sevier 
founded the Austin American newspaper. During their thirteen year 
res idence at Laguna Glori a, the Sevi ers transformed the rugged 
landscape into beautifully planted gardens which combined both 
native and imported flora. The diversity of these plantings still 
provides a colorful setting year-round. The winding crushed 
limestone pathways were punctuated with neo-classical statuary and 
garden architecture. 3 Many of these architectural elements are no 
longer extant. The grounds now include sculptural works by Nancy 
Holt, Clyde Connell, and Charles Umlauf. 4 
The Sevi ers moved to Corpus Chri st i in 1929 so that Mrs. 
Sevier could pursue business interests there. Mr. Sevier served 
as United States Ambassador to Chile from 1933 to 1935. Upon 
their return to Texas, they separated and were divorced in 1937. 5 
In 1943, Clara Driscoll returned to Austin and donated the 
Laguna Gloria villa and grounds to the Texas Fine Arts Association 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. 
4Laguna Glori a Art Museum, The Grounds of Laguna 
Gloria, brochure (Austin: Laguna Gloria Art Museum, 
Inc. April 1987), n.p. 
5Ibid., History of Laguna Gloria. 
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Holding Corporation (TFAAHC) so that it would be used as a museum 
to bring "pleasure in the appreciation of art to the people of 
Texas." This donation stipulated that the property was not to be 
mortgaged or i nClJr any encumbrance; otherwi se the title to the 
property would be transferred to the State of Texas. In 1961 the 
TFAAHC deeded the property to Laguna Glori a Art Museum, Inc., a 
nonprofit Texas corporation formed by local citizens. 6 
During the early 1960s, LGAM's mission became more focused 
and defined. Since that time the Museum has been dedicated to 
American art of the 20th century. The Museum's permanent 
collection is relatively small, but many of the accessioned works 
do represent truly fine examples of their respective movements or 
time periods. The Museum currently has about 200 access i oned 
works. 7 Fi fteen years ago the Board of Trustees voted to cease 
indefinitely actively collecting art indefinitely due to 
prohi bit i ve costs for purchasi ng art and the 1ack of adequate 
storage space. 8 It is uncertain whether or not th is collect i ng 
policy will change should a new LGAM building be constructed. In 
a December 1988 interview, the LGAM Executive Director suggested 
6Ibid. 
7Interview with Donna Deteau, Development Officer, Laguna Gloria 
Art Museum, Austin, Texas, 21 September 1988. 
8Interview with Scout Carr, Public Information Officer, Laguna 
Gloria Art Museum, Austin, Texas, 24 March 1989. 
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that the Museum may return to active coll ect i ng after the new 
facility is bUilt. 9 
LGAM is well known in the Southwest for assembling 
important works from other institutions to provide Texas with 
impressive loan exhibitions. The Museum mounts eight to ten 
exhibitions each year. Most of the exhibitions are of 
contemporaryart. 10 
9"Hoping for a Downtown Museum," The Westlake Picayune, 8 December 
1988, sec. DISTINCT, p. 4. 
10Ibid., Interview with Donna Deteau. 
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II. The New Museum 
As early as 1978, the management of LGAM had pl an ned to 
construct an 80,000 square feet downtown museum facility to mount 
larger and more impressive exhibitions and expand the Art School 
programs. The proposed new facility would include a 300 seat 
auditorium for films and lectures, a Museum store and an outdoor 
cafe. ll 
In 1983, John Watson, a former LGAM trustee, donated an 
excellent piece of downtown property to be used as the site for a 
new Museum facility. The property, located at 4th and Guadalupe 
Streets, is conveniently situated in the heart of downtown. The 
proposed site would greatly improve public access to the Museum. 
This land, valued at $3 million in 1983, was accompanied by a cash 
gift of $810,000 to begin construction. The fi rm of Venturi, 
Rausch and Scott Brown of Philadelphia was commissioned to design 
and build the new museum. 12 
In 1986, the City of Austin signed agreements with LGAM 
defining the respective responsibilities of both parties for the 
new facility. The City would fund 75% of the total $19.6 million 
project costs associated with the new site located at 4th and 
11Laguna Gloria Art Museum, The Campaign for 
Endownment, brochure (Austin: Laguna Gloria Art Museum, 
Inc., 1985), n.p. 
12Ibid. 
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Guada1upe Streets. The City funded its share by i ssui ng general 
obligation bonds of $14.7 million. LGAM still plans to fund its 
share through grants and donations. 13 
These original contracts provided that the City would be 
the project manager for construction of the new museum. The land 
woul d remain deeded to the Museum. A 99-year 1ease woul d be 
executed prov iding for the Museum to rent the bu il ding from the 
City for $1 per year. 14 
Since 1986~ the optimistic outlook for creating a downtown 
LGAM has dissipated. This project is now in its eighth year and 
construct i on has yet to begi n. The Museum, the Ci ty and other 
interested parties have been at odds over a variety of political, 
financial and legal issues. 15 
Recently elected City officials have refused to accept the 
Museum agreements they inherited from the previous administration. 
This refusal is based on concerns of whether or not these 
agreements were entered into legally. These concerns may 
challenge the validity of the original agreements. There are 















share of construction costs. To date LGAM has raised only 
$725, 000 for construct ion. The LGAM Board argues that once the 
City actually begins construction, the remaining funds needed can 
easily be raised. Donors are reluctant to contribute to the new 
facility until the City gives the go-ahead signal. Meanwhile, the 
proceeds of the bond issue of 1985 remain untouched, earning 
interest at Texas National Bank. 16 
According to the original contracts, the City was obligated 
to pay 18% of the new museum's operating expenses, but it has yet 
to be decided where this money will originate. The previous Mayor 
and City Council had planned to use funds from the hotel-motel bed 
tax receipts. These contracts also provided that LGAM would 
annually receive 20.4% of the total bed tax revenues. Two of the 
six current council members are against using the bed tax money. 
They and others contend that LGAM support shoul d come from the 
City's General Fund and that the Museum should annually compete 
for funding like any other city agency. They also point to state 
law which permits the City to spend a portion of its bed tax money 
on arts programs, not operating expenses. Based on a projected $3 
million annual operating budget, LGAM estimates the City's support 






In December 1988, a group of LGAM opponents presented a 
paper to the City Counc il . Th is paper called for LGAM to remove 
its name and fundra is i ng base from the downtown museum project. 
The paper was signed by 48 prominent citizens, many of whom had 
served on the LGAM Board in the 1960s and 1970s. 18 
The s ignatori es of thi s oppos it i on paper demanded LGAM's 
separation from the project and expressed concern for the original 
site of LGAM, arguing that this facility has languished because 
the Museum's management has focused on the downtown project. They 
contended that the historic site of LGAM would surely suffer if 
LGAM managed the two Museum sites. 19 
Many of these opponents are presently major supporters and 
board members of other local arts organizations. This situation 
creates another motive for their opposition as speculation 
cont i nues that a downtown LGAM woul d devour the 1ion's share of 
City arts funding. 20 
This opposition paper received considerable media 
attention, and LGAM did not respond quickly to defend the Museum's 
position. LGAM officials waited until Sunday, February 26th to 
place a full-page advertisement in the local newspaper, the Austin 
18Ibid. 
19Ibid. 
20Ibid., interview with Scout Carr. 
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Ameri can Statesman. In thi s advertisement, LGAM stated that the 
historic villa and grounds would not be neglected; rather it would 
"remain an integral component of Museum activities." In response 
to the opponents assertion that the Laguna Gloria name is unique 
to the original villa and grounds and that it would be 
i nappropri ate to call the new museum Laguna Glori a, LGAM stated 
that it would not be opposed to omitting its name from the actual 
building though LGAM would administer the site. The advertisement 
bore the signatures of 780 Austin citizens supporting LGAM and its 
struggle to build a downtown museum. 21 
The current LGAM Board unanimously supports the new museum 
project. Because opponents to the project i ncl ude several former 
LGAM Board Members, there was a common mi sconcept i on that current 
LGAM Board was not united in support of the project. This was one 
of the misunderstandings the advertisement sought to correct. 
Still, weeks after it appeared, some City staffers were unclear 
about this as well as several other issues basic to this tangled 
confl i ct. 22 
21"We Believe in Laguna Gloria Art Museum," 
advert i sement, Aust in Ameri can -Statesman, 25 February 
1989, sec. A, p. 8. 
22These and other issues were presented by 
Laurence Miller, Executive Director, Laguna Gloria Art 
Museum, in an oral progress report at a Museum staff 
meet i ng, 5 April 1989. 
11 
These issues go back to the donat i on of the 1and itself. 
Watson and Casey Partnership donated the land for the new site 
shortly before it went into bankruptcy in 1986. Texas National 
Bank (TNB) seized the assets, including reversionary rights to the 
property. In February 1989, TNB notified the City that it would 
seek to reclaim the land if construction did not begin within 90 
days. The bank's subsidiary, DPC, Inc. contended that the deed 
restrictions requiring construction to begin by October 1987 have 
been violated. The City and LGAM stalled legal proceedings by 
arguing that demolition of the previous building on that site 
represented groundbreaking for construction. 23 TNB informally 
to1d the City and LGAM that it was not interested in such a 
reversion, but that the bank must see some progress towards a 
resolution. 24 In early June 1989, TNB granted a seven-month 
extension to begin construction and pressured the City again to 
seek a resolution with LGAM.25 
The original contracts between the City and LGAM contained 
a reversionary clause that stated that the proposed building and 
site would be used as an art museum for a period of ninety-nine 
23Ibid., "Progress of museum mired." 
24"Bank fi rm extends deadl i ne for Laguna Glori a 
project," Austin American-Statesman, 23 March 1989, 
sec. A, p. 7. 
25Conversation with Donna Deteau, 12 June 1989. 
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years and that the sHe woul d be managed by LGAM. At 1east one 
Councilman is seeking to shorten the terms of reversion. 26 
Another group of new museum opponents was formed in 
February 1988 and has sought legal action to have LGAM's contracts 
with the City voided. This group is led by some of the supporters 
and the management of Mexi -Arte, a nonprofi t arts center. Mexi -
Arte, like other opponents contends that a downtown LGAM would dry 
up City arts funding. The plaintiffs in this suit against the City 
are the Director of Mexi-Arte and three Mexican-American artists. 
Their argument is that the LGAM contracts with the City are 
invalid because the contracts were not presented to the local Arts 
Commission, competitive bids for operating a downtown museum were 
not sought, the City Finance Director did not certify that 
adequate funds for the project were available, and that the 
contracts were approved in vi 01 at i on of the Texas Open Meet i ngs 
Act. 27 
There may be an element of racial prejudice against whites 
on the part of some of LGAM's detractors. It may be said that 
for the Director of Mexi-Arte, the terms multicultural and 
hispanic are virtually synonymous. 28 Although Mexi-Arte claims to 
26Ibid., "Progress of museum mired." 
27Ibid. 
28Conversation with Lisa Colucci, Administrative 
Ass i stant, Laguna Glori a Art Museum, Aust in, Texas, 3 
February 1989. 
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represent all contemporary artists and all art forms, the 
overwhelming emphasis is clearly hispanic, as the name of the 
organization suggests. 29 
Many supporters of Mexi-Arte insist that theirs is the only 
truly multicultural visual arts organization in town and that LGAM 
may be easily characterized as an elitist arts organization for 
white, affluent West Austin. Not surprisingly, this group of 
opponents has the attention of at least two Councilmen who 
represent South and Lower East Aust in nei ghborhoods, a generally 
less affluent area of whites, Mexican-Americans and Blacks. 3D 
These Councilmen and their constituents favor a long-sought 
downtown cultural center for minority artists and arts 
organizations. This issue has been on and off Austin's political 
agenda for at least twelve years. Considering that they may be 
able to thwart LGAM's move to downtown, or perhaps eventually 
control the proposed new building should LGAM fail to meet its 
obligations to the City, these opponents have been presented with 
29The Spring 1989 schedule of exhibitions and 
programs at Mexi -Arte revealed that over one- ha1f of 
the artists represented were hispanic. Of the white 
and Black artists represented, many were much more 
established than the hispanic artists presented. 
3DConversat i on with Joseph Pri gmore, Jr., ed itor 
of NO, a quarterly review of area contemporary art and, 
an independent producer of performance art events at 
Mexi-Arte, Austin, Texas, 17 February 1989. 
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favorable conditions to finally realize their goal of establishing 
a minority cultural center. 31 
The intern's review of LGAM's Board, staff, Art School 
instructors, students and Museum members led him to conclude that 
LGAM demonstrates that it does represent the communi ty wi thout 
racial prejudice or exclusion. There are several Blacks and 
hispanics on the Board. Twelve of the fifty-one Art School 
instructors are minority members. Museum members reside in every 
part of town. Artists from many ethnic backgrounds are 
consistently represented in LGAM exhibitions. LGAM enjoys good 
relations with and often programs in collaboration with many 
smaller minority arts groups. 
The suit filed by the Mexi-Arte supporters has remained in 
limbo for over a year because their attorneys have not requested a 
court date. 32 It would seem that they would prefer to wait and 
see what develops as LGAM continues to renegotiate contracts with 
a reluctant City Council. 
Yet another lawsuit against the City involved the 
architecture firm of Robert Venturi. Venturi asked to be removed 
as the architect of record after a series of construction delays 
and overdue payments for his fees. Venturi filed claims for 
unpaid fees totalling $177,000. Initially, City staffers said 
31Ibid.
 
32Ibid., "Progress of museum mired."
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that only $27,000 were justifiable. In order to expedite a 
resolution, the City released Venturi from the project and paid 
him the full amount claimed. Venturi is expected to remain 
available as a design consultant to RioGroup Architects, a local 
fi rm that worked wi th Venturi on the project. Ri oGroup is in 
possession of the architectural plans and is expected to use some 
of his designs in the proposed construction. 33 
Should new contracts be negotiated and signed, a favorable 
vote of at least four of the seven City Council Members would be 
required for approval. One member is against any project with 
LGAM. One is an active LGAM supporter. Others are less certain. 34 
As of May 1989, the two major obstacles remaining in the 
contract negotiations concerned the reversionary clause and the 
City's annual funding obligations for operations. These 
negotiations were not always so focused. In April, one Councilman 
proposed changes in curatorial policies for the proposed new 
facility. He proposed an amendment to the contracts which would 
provide that 50% of the artists represented in LGAM exhibitions be 
local artists and that no local artist would be excluded from 
showing his or her work at LGAM. This was completely unacceptable 
to LGAM. The Councilman was reminded by the Museum's attorney and 
negot i ator that 1oca1 and regi ona1 artists of museum qual i ty were 
33Ibid.
 
34Ibid., Remarks by Laurence Miller.
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we 11 represented at LGAM and that it was not LGAM's mi ss i on to 
exhibit all Austin artists. This attempt to amend Museum 
selection policies is but one example of the many unusual tangents 
negotiations have taken. 35 
LGAM insists that the City fund 25% of the new museum's 
operations. This 7% increase over the original contract terms is 
being negotiated as a trade- off for the City's desire to reduce 
the term of the bu il ding 1ease. The City wants the contract to 
provide that the City will pay for 17% to 50% of operations, set 
annually at the discretion of City Council. The most recent 
contract on the table presented by the LGAM negotiator features a 
reversionary clause stating that the Museum is to operate the new 
bUilding for twenty-five years. All agreements would expire after 
that time and be subject to renegotiation. The City wants this 
clause changed to read that the bUilding is to be operated by the 
Museum for only three years. At the end of that period, the City 
would either allow LGAM to continue its operations for the 
remaining twenty-two years, or the City would have to pay LGAM $10 
million or fair market value of the land, whichever is greater. 36 
The City continues to harbor doubts concerning LGAM's 
financial readiness to pay its share of construction and 




LGAM has only raised $725,000 of its $1.9 million share to fund 
construction and management has decided to postpone solicitations 
for capital and endowment funds until the contracts with the City 
are resolved. 37 With such trepidation on the part of the City, it 
is doubtful that a downtown LGAM will be constructed in the near 
future. Meanwhile, this single issue continues to overshadow LGAM 
operations and makes exhaustive demands on staff time and effort. 
37 n progress of museum mired. n 
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III. Management Structure 
Board of Trustees 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Inc., is governed by its Board of 
Trustees. According to the Museum's charter, most recently 
revised in September 1982, the number of trustees shall be "not 
less than twenty-five nor more than sixty.,,38 Trustees are 
elected by the membership at an annual meeting for three-year 
staggered terms. No trustee may serve more than two consecut i ve 
terms. A trustee may serve additional terms after a two-year 
hiatus from the Board. 39 
Subject to Board approval, the President of the Board 
appoints the four following persons as voting Board Members: 
1) The President of the Women's Art Guild 
of Laguna Glori a Art Museum, Inc. (WAG), 
a separate nonprofit entity dedicated to 
Museum fundraising. 
2) A second Board Member of WAG. 
38The intern's review of Trustee orientation 
materials and rosters of Boards from 1978-1989 revealed 
that the actual number of Trustees has averaged between 
fifty and sixty. The current number of Trustees is 
fi fty- four. 
39Laguna Gloria Art Museum, "By-Laws of Laguna 
Glori a Art Museum, Inc." (Austin: Laguna Glori a Art 
Museum, Inc.): September 1982, Article III, p. 3. The 
"By-Laws of Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Inc." are 
presented in app. A of this report. 
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3) and 4) Two Board Members of the Texas 
Fine Arts Association (TFAA), a private 
nonprofit, organiz~6ion that funds arts 
programs ln Texas. 
The President may also appoint non-voting Board Members 
subject to Board approval. These non-voting members are often 
Board Members of the Austin Arts Commission, the Director of the 
Parks and Recreation Department of the City of Austin (PARD) or 
other municipal officials. In addition, the President may appoint 
up to fi fteen persons to serve as non-voting Advi sory Counci 1ors 
who may have special expertise to assist with furthering Museum 
goals. 41 
Officers of the Board of Trustees are: Chairman, President, 
Vice-President of Finance, Vice-President of Development and 
Secretary. Standi ng commi ttees for speci fi c dut i es i ncl ude the 
following: Executive, Finance, Development, Facilities and 
Grounds, Education, Community and Governmental Affairs and, 
Nominations. Committee Chairpersons must be LGAM Trustees and the 
Pres ident appo i nts a11 committee members. The Board determi nes 
the duties, composition and size of each committee. 42 




42Ibid., Article IV, p. 7. 
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The Board has been in a process of restructuring since 
1987. Since that time the number of Trustees has been reduced 
through attrition from 60 to the current 54 members. In February 
1988, a Trustee Assessment Committee was appointed to study the 
Trustees' perceptions of problem areas and to make recommendations 
concerning restructuring for a smaller, more effective Board. This 
six member committee included the Board President, four Trustees 
and the LGAM Executive Director. 43 
The Assessment Committee recommended that the Board reduce its 
size to 12-18 elected voting members and five non-voting members. 
Fifteen members was thought to be the optimum number. In addition 
non-Trustee advisors would lend assistance and special expertise 
on Board Committees. 44 
The stated goal of restructuring is to create a more active 
Board with each member assigned to agreeable areas of 
respons i bi 1i ty. The new structure seeks to create an atmosphere 
in which all Trustees will be afforded the opportunity to 
contribute to the Museum's future projected expansion and to 
reaffirm their individual commitments to the Museum. 45 
43Memorandum to Dan Herd, President, Board of 
Trustees, Laguna Glori a Art Museum, Inc. from Laurence 
Miller, Executive Director, Laguna Gloria Art Museum, 
29 June 1988, p. 1. 
44Ibid., p. 3. 
45Ibid., p. 5. 
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As of April 1989, the Museum employed a staff of the 
following persons. They are listed by department as follows: 
Offi ce of the Executive Di rector: Laurence Mi 11 er, 
Executive Director; Cyndi Christenson, Executive Assistant. 
Office of Administration: Jack Nokes, Director; Roger 
Pribbernow, Comptroller; Lisa Colucci, Lisa Lehmann, 
Michele McKillop, Administrative Assistants; David West, 
Shop Manager, Charl es Murdock, Fac i1it i esand Operat ion s 
Manager; Russell Ford, Duane Sanford, Herbert Benabenadom, 
Groundskeepers; David Hernandez, Custodian; Maan Hamze, 
Doug MacGiver, Patrick Oliver, Weekend Gallery Attendants. 
Planning Department: Sharon Greenhill, Director. 
Exhibitions Department: Peter Mears, Assistant Curator; 
Debbie Armstrong-Morgan, Curatorial Assistant/Registrar; 
Installation Technician, Michael Dvorkin. 
Exhibition Education Department: Sylvia Stevens,Curator; 
Julia Hart, Associate Curator. 
22 
The Art School: Judith Sims, Director; Linda Wol ff, 
Registrar; Deby Childress, Associate Registrar. 
Development Department: Molly Odom, Interim Director; Donna 
Deteau, Development Officer, Jeanne Claire Van Ryzin, 
Deve1opment Coord i nator; Brad Wri ght, Computer Ope rat ions 
Coordinator. 
Public Information Department: Scout Carr, Public 
Information Officer. 
An organizational chart provided in appendix B describes 
this staff and hierarchy of Museum personnel. In actual practice, 
the illustrated lines of formal authority shown herein are not as 
concise as the chart suggests. Informally, The Art School 
Di rector exerts more authori ty and i nfl uence upon the 
organ i zat i on than the chart suggests. In practice, The Di rector 




LGAM receives its funding from a variety of governmental 
agencies, corporations, individuals and private foundations. 
LGAM's fiscal year runs from August 1 through July 31. Total 
revenues for FY 1988-89 have been stated to be $1,134,666 a 
shortfall of $68,000 from the $1,203,000 projected budget. 46 It 
is likely that LGAM will again experience a shortfall of similar 
proportions for FY 1989-90 unless major initiatives and changes 
are immediately implemented in the areas of grantwriting for both 
government a1 and foundat i on support as well as other fundra is i ng 
activities. 
The major sources of LGAM 's fi nanci a1 support are the 
following: 
A. Fiesta 
Fiesta is LGAM's largest single source of income. This is 
a weekend -long fundraising event organized by WAG and held each 
May. The spacious grounds of the Museum are transformed into a 
carnival where artists and craftspeople sell their wares from 
booths. Games and contests for adults and children as well as 
46Laguna Glori a Art Museum, City of Austin 
Financial Assistance Application for 1989-1990: 1 March 
1989, p. 17. A descri pt i on of LGAM's operat i ng budget 
is presented in appendiX C. 
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live music are offered. Revenue is earned from booth rental fees, 
concessions, and Museum Store sales. WAG presents their proceeds 
from Fiesta to LGAM in the form of an unrestricted gift. 47 
B. Membership 
Through dues, annual fund contributions and activity fees, 
the LGAM membership provided S267,616 in FY 1987-88. 48 At 
present, LGAM has about 3,100 members. Seven levels of membership 
range from $35 to S1000. Today, LGAM enjoys broad-based support 
from the entire Austin area. 49 This broad-based support has 
developed significantly in the last few years. A 1978 marketing 
study revealed that of the then 621 members, about 75% had incomes 
over S50,000 and that the vast majority 1ived in areas of West 
Austin. 50 Today's membership is much larger and much more 
socioeconomically and ethnically diverse. LGAM has had great 
success in recent years in developing a broader Museum audience. 
The Annual Fund Campaign is divided into three separate 
component campaigns: The Business Campaign, The Trustee and WAG 
47Ibid., pp. 2, 5. 
48 Ibid., p. 17. 
49 A geographical distribution map of the LGAM 
membership is presented in appendix 0 of this report. 
50X3 Marketing Consul tants, Aust in, Texas, a 
report prepared for Laguna Gloria Art Museum, September 
1978, n.p. 
25 
Campaign, and the Museum Members Campaign. LGAM staff and WAG 
volunteers coordinate the solicitation of annual gifts. Direct 
mail and telemarketing are the methods of solicitation employed. 
The entire Annual Fund Campaign of 1989 raised about $150,000. 51 
As its members' contributions are unrestricted for use, 
LGAM uses these funds to pay for operational, administrative, and 
other expenses. 52 
C. Municipal Support 
The City of Austin collects a 9% hotel-motel bed tax. 
These tax revenues are then distributed to local arts 
organizations that apply to the City for financial assistance. As 
in other cities there is ongoing controversy concerning the City's 
funding decisions for the arts. A little more than one-half of 
the funds are granted to the major arts organi zat ions in town: 
Paramount Theatre for the Performing Arts, Zachary Scott Theatre, 
Ballet Austin, The Austin Symphony Orchestra and LGAM. Smaller 
grants are awarded to several other arts organizations. These 
smaller groups often argue that the larger organizations receive 
51This conservative estimate was projected by the 
intern. LGAM was still receiving some Annual Fund 
Contributions in late May 1989. Most of the 
contributions had already been received by that time. 
52Conversat i on with Donna Deteau, Development 
Offi cer, Laguna Glori a Art Museum, Austin, Texas, 14 
February 1989. 
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too much City funding and that the growth of smaller organizations 
is stunted by these funding decisions. 
As the largest publicly supported arts museum in the city, 
LGAM has consistently received a major share of the bed tax 
revenues. 53 In FY 1988-89, LGAM received $137,218 from the City, 
a little less than one-tenth of the total revenues collected. 54 
D. Corporate Support 
Corporations support LGAM through a variety of methods 
including major funding for exhibitions, special events and 
programs; annual contributions to the Business Campaign; in-kind 
donations and by matching their employees' contributions. Through 
53There are two other major arts museums in 
Austin. They are the Archer B. Huntington Art Gallery 
and the Humanities Resource Center, both located on the 
University of Texas at Austin campus. These museums 
may be considered "publicly supported" as they are 
funded through a state university and direct 
contributions from individuals and other sources. 
However, because they are departments of the 
university, they are ineligible to apply for City 
funding (City of Austin, Rules for Completing Financial 
Assistance Application, 1989.) Mexi-Arte, the 
multicultural contemporary arts center, is smaller and 
less established than LGAM. Mexi-Arte received $28,000 
from the City in 1988 (Austin Ameri can-Statesman, 6 
January 1989: sec. A, p. 4). 
54Though the amounts vary sl ightly from year to 
year, the major performing arts organizations receive 
larger shares of City funding. Among the five major 
arts organizations previously mentioned, LGAM ranks 
fifth in the amount of dollars received and is the only 
museum of these top five recipients (Ibid., Interview 
with Scout Carr). 
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these methods business contributions to LGAM were over $220,000 in 
FY 1988-89. Many large corporations have operations in the Austin 
area, and a number of them may be categorized as growing hi-tech 
industries. Hi-tech supporters of LGAM include IBM, Motorola, 
Lockheed, 3M, Texas Instruments, Advanced Mi cro Devi ces, Di gita1 
Equipment and AT&T. Major law firms such as Fullbright and 
Jaworski and the Big Seven accounting firm of Arthur Andersen and 
Company have been generous supporters of LGAM. Though the 
petrochemical industry in Texas has suffered financial reverses in 
recent years, major oil and gas companies including Chevron, Exxon 
and Texaco continue to make contributions to LGAM.55 
Though the current economic climate in Texas is not at all 
healthy and many corporations have s ignifi cantl y reduced thei r 
giving in recent years, LGAM should be able to increase corporate 
support through increased proposal research and grantwriting. 
There is currently very little progress being made to expand the 
base of corporate supporters. 
E. Foundation Support 
LGAM seems to be more successful in attracting support from 
sma11 er 1oca1 and state foundations rather than from the 1arger 
more we 11 known ones. In general, many foundat ions support i ng 
55Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Development Department 
corporate and foundation support files from 1978-1989, 
Austin, Texas. 
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LGAM are family foundations. These foundations are typi call y 
based on old Texas fortunes gathered from holdings in oil, real 
estate, finance and cattle. Preeminent among these is the Meadows 
Foundation in Dallas, which may contribute $10,000 to $15,000 
every two or three years to sponsor an exhibition. Also, 
individual members of the Meadows family have made substantial 
contributions in recent years. The Meadows Foundation is followed 
by several other family foundations that individually contribute a 
few thousand dollars annually. LGAM has not successfully pursued 
fundi ng from the many newer foundat ions that have developed in 
recent years. 56 
F. State and Federal Agencies 
For many years, LGAM has enjoyed a good relationship with 
the Texas Commission on the Arts (TCA), the state's official arts 
agency. TCA usually grants about $2,000 annually for a specific 
exhibition. 57 
Recently, the Texas Commission on the Humanities(TCH) has 
informally modified its funding criteria to include arts museums, 
making it possible for LGAM to apply to TCH for assistance. LGAM 
56Ibid. 
57Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Development 
Department, governmental support files, 1983-1989. 
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received about $9,000 from TCH to fund, in part, next fall's 
exhibit "Photography: The First 150 Years." 
It was implied by two staff members that LGAM 's relations 
with the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) had soured several 
years ago due to some "miscommunication" and that LGAM had not 
recei ved any NEA money for at 1east four years. It seems that 
LGAM fell out of favor wit the NEA because the Museum had failed 
to satisfy NEA requirements of documentation and follow-up reports 
of projects which the Endowment funded. It now seems that this 
relationship has been mended, as LGAM received $9,000 from the NEA 
last year towards the production of "The Territory", a television 
seri es that features the works of emergi ng fi 1mmakers and vi deo 
artists. 58 
LGAM's Planning Department is in the process of developing 
proposals for preserving the architectural integrity of the 
historic Laguna Gloria villa to be submitted to another federal 
agency, the Institute of Museum Services. 59 
G. The Women's Art Guild of Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Inc. 
58Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Development 
Department, NEA files, 1984-1988, Austin, Texas. 
59Remarks by Sharon Greenhill, Director of 
Planning, Laguna Gloria Art Museum at Museum staff 
meeting, Austin, Texas, 3 May 1989. 
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The Women's Art Guild is an "important source of funding. 
The 581 members of WAG contri buted a total of about $15,000 to 
this year's Annual Fund Campaign in addition to the $180,000 they 
raised during the 1988 Fiesta. WAG also underwrites the costs of 
one exhibition annually (often a group show of women artists.) 
Next year's plans have been expanded to include a WAG fundraising 
event to benefit the maintenance and landscaping of the grounds. 60 
H. The Texas Fine Arts Association 
The Texas Fine Arts Association (TFAA) is another separate 
though closely related funding organization from which LGAM 
benefi ts. TFAA was founded in 1943 by concerned Aust in i tes to 
further the advancement of the arts in Austin by funding 
exhi bit ions and programs. In the year it was founded, TFAA was 
given title to the villa and grounds of Laguna Gloria by Clara 
Dri scoll to use as an arts museum. In 1961, LGAM merged with 
Texas Fine Arts Association Holding Corporation and the title was 
transferred to the Museum. 61 However, TFAA itself remains a 
separate, pri vate, nonprofit entity that cont i nues to fund the 
arts in Austin. LGAM is not the sole recipient of TFAA funding. 
60Conversation with Cheryl Easley, Volunteer 
Coordinator for the Women's Art Guild of Laguna Gloria 
Art Museum, Inc., Austin, Texas, 20 April 1989. 
61Ibid., History of Laguna Gloria. 
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TFAA underwrites the costs of one or two exhibitions at LGAM 
annually.62 
62Ibid., Development Department, corporate and 
foundation support files. 
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V. Programs 
LGAM provides a diverse range of contemporary arts programs 
in the Austin area. Considering the relatively small size of the 
organization, the quality, diversity, and numbers of patrons 
served are quite impressive. 
A. Exhibitions 
The exhibition galleries of the original LGAM site are 
quite small. Though 1imited in size, these galleries provide an 
intimate space to view smaller exhibitions. The galleries are 
most effective for exhibiting small to medium-sized works hung on 
the walls. Exhibits are usually on view for four to seven weeks. 
Since LGAM ceased actively collecting art about fifteen years ago, 
all artworks exhibited are borrowed from artists, other 
institutions, galleries and private collections. Most of the two-
dimensional works in the permanent collection are in storage. 
Some works are hung in the Museum's offices. Several sculptures 
in the permanent collection are installed on the grounds. 63 
The Spring 1989 Exhibition Schedule featured the following: 
63Conversation with Peter Mears, Assistant Curator 
of Exhibitions, Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Austin, 
Texas, 3 February 1989. 
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December la, 1988 - February 5, 1989 
Selected Paintings and Drawings by Kermit 
Thi s exh i bit con s i sted of 42 works 





January 14 - February 26, 1989 
The Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America 
This exhibition included the works of Aaron Douglas, 
William H. Johnson, Palmer Hayden, Meta Warrick Fuller 
and James Van Der Zee. 
This major exhibition of 135 works was to have been the 
first exhibition to be viewed in the new museum. Because the 
building has not been built, the exhibit was installed at the 
Lyndon Baines Johnson (LBJ) Library and Museum. This immensely 
popular exhibition drew over 50,000 viewers, about one-tenth of 
the Austin population. Ancillary programs included lectures, 
guided tours, jazz concerts, films and educational programs for 
children and adults. "Harlem Renaissance" was largely funded by 
Phillip Morris Companies, Inc. 
LGAM was fortunate to able to secure the cooperation of the 
LBJ Library and Museum to use its exhibition space for this major 
retrospective. The LBJ Library and Museum was willing to loan its 
space at no charge to LGAM. LGAM bore all expenses for bringing 
the exhibition to Austin. The management of the LBJ Library and 
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Museum was pleased to receive a major exhibition at very little 
cost and the favorable publ icity they shared with LGAM. "Harlem 
Renaissance" brought more visitors into the LBJ Library and Museum 
than any other single exhibition ever held there. 64 
February 11 - March 12, 1989 
At the Edge: A National Print and Drawing Exhibition 
This survey of recent works by emerging and 
established American artists was funded, in part, by 
TFAA. Artists in this exhibition included Phillip 
Knoll, Thomas Vanderlinden and Pat Taylor. Some 
artworks from this show were selected to form a 
smaller travelling exhibition that will be exhibited 
in several Texas cities. 
March 18 - April 30, 1989 
Texas Women 
This exhibit featured the works of twelve contemporary 
women artists working in Texas and was organized by 
the National Museum of Women in the Arts in 
Washington, D.C. Artists in this exhibition 
included Melissa Miller, Heather Marcus, Dorothy Hood, 
Sharon Kopriva and Dee Wolff. A full-color exhibition 
catalog was published. 
64Ibid., interview with Scout Carr. 
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May 6 - June 4, 1989 
New American Talent 1989 
This multi-media juried exhibition of contemporary 
works was sponsored by TFAA. John Cal dwe11, Curator 
of Painting and Sculpture at the San Francisco Museum 
of Modern Art served as juror and selected works to 
form a statewide travelling exhibition. 
Reviews of exhibitions are presented in appendix E. 
B. Exhibition Education 
This department provides lectures, slide presentations and 
gUided tours for adults, children and special groups such as the 
handicapped. This department successfully provides patrons with a 
better understanding of the artists and the ideas presented in 
their works. 
C. The Art School 
The Art School is perhaps the greatest success of LGAM. 
The Art School provides studio classes in most media for children 
and adults at modest tuition fees. Classes usually meet once a 
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week in the evening and may last from one to six weeks. Last year 
over 2,500 students enrolled for these classes which seek to 
foster creativity, encourage visual awareness and further the 
development of the students' technical and artistic skills. Some 
200 courses ranging from kindergarten level to advanced adult 
studi 0 cl asses are offered annually. Fi fty-one profess i ona1 arts 
instructors, many of whom are university faculty, provide a 
diverse year-round curriculum. 65 
Outreach classes from the Art School evidence LGAM's 
commitment to di sadvantaged segments of the community. These 
classes are held off-site in seventeen locations throughout the 
area for individuals who cannot easily attend the Art School on 
campus. In this way, the Art School seeks to ease the barriers to 
arts education for the handicapped, the poor, and other 
individuals. Outreach classes are regularly held at The Center 
for Battered Women, Texas Schools for the Deaf and the Bl i nd, 
Corley-Guerro Senior Activity Center, Travis County Jail, Del 
Va 11 e Correct i ona1 Center, Austin State School and other 
locations. For outreach participants, LGAM classes provide much-
appreciated diversion and entertainment. These programs help many 
students discover new creative talents, improve interpersonal 
skills and engages them in group activities. 66 
65Ibid.,	 City of Austin Financial Assistance
 
Application for 1989-1990, pp. 14-17.
 
66Ibid., pp. 11-13. 
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"Art After School" is the Museum's oldest Outreach program. 
Since 1975, it has brought studio art classes to 200 children in 
fifteen participating elementary schools annually. These classes 
are now especially important because many Austin schools have been 
forced to reduce or eliminate funding for arts classes due to 
budgetary constraints. 67 
LGAM's Art School has the fifth largest enrollment of all 
museum affiliated art schools in the nation and is quite 
successful in its mission to provide opportunities for learning 
and enjoyment of the arts. Though tuition fees are modest, LGAM 
recognizes that some potential students cannot afford art classes. 
To remedy this, scholarships and fee waivers are provided to many 
needy students. 68 
Each summer, the Art School screens a film series for 
children and another one for adults. This summer the adult series 
will feature science fiction and the children's series, called 
Kaleidoscope, will feature animation and other works. 69 
In addition to directing regular Art School programs, the 
Director of the Art School produces the television series, "The 




Territory," which is now in its sixth season. Last year, with the 
ass i stance of NEA, "The Territory" moved from 1oca1 cable access 
television to the Public Broadcasting System (PBS local affiliates 
KLRU-KLRN). Each segment of the series airs a complete work by an 
emerging electronic media artist along with commentary by two film 
critics and clips of the artist's other works. 70 
The Art School operates with a high degree of autonomy from 
the Museum as a whole. The Art School Director is a senior staff 
member who contri buted to the found i ng of the Art School and 
cont i nues to expand its programmi ng. She commands significant 
informal as well as formal authority within the Museum. She is 
personally responsible for securing much of the Art School's 
funding through writing her own grants independent of the 
Development Department, which is officially assigned this 
responsibility. The Art School earns over $130,000 annually in 
tuitions, representing over one-half of LGAM's earned income.?l 
The Art School continues to receive a considerable amount of 
favorable press despite the Museum's well-publicized problems with 
the City. 
The semi-autonomous nature of the Art School operations may 
be interesting to observe in the years ahead. Indeed, it is not 
70Ibid. 
?lIbid., current operating budget, revenues, sec. 
3, n. p. 
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inconceivable that the Art School could outgrow LGAM should a new 
museum facility not be realized. With its strong leadership and 
reputation, the Art School could evolve into a separate 
organization should its management decide to secede from LGAM. It 
must be noted that the Art School Director did not wish to have 
the Laguna Gloria name on its most recently mailed class schedule. 
Perhaps this is an indication of things to come. 
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VI. Description of Internship 
The following projects were completed by the intern: 
A. Produce a comprehensive and well researched list of 
business firms that will match their employees' gifts to 
LGAM. 
B. Produce a marketing audit of current LGAM market i ng 
activities and propose recommendations. 
C. Conduct a demographic survey of the current LGAM 
membership. 
D. Research new and existing funding sources for programs 
immediately in need of funds. 
E. Smaller Tasks 
A. Matching Gifts
 
The intern's goals in this project were to:
 
1. Identify firms currently matching employee gifts to 
LGAM. 
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2. Identify firms in the area with matching gift programs 
that included museums as eligible recipients. 
3. Directly confirm LGAM's eligibility for receiving 
matching gifts. 
4. Create a computer database of firms that will match 
gifts to LGAM. Such a database could be periodically 
updated and participating firms and employees could be 
recorded. 
5. Produce a list of firms that will match gifts to LGAM 
to be included in Fall 1989 Membership Drive marketing 
materials. 
6. Resulting marketing materials would serve to increase 
members' and potential members' awareness of matching gift 
programs, and to encourage other firms to join the list. 
The department's files were initially surveyed to determine 
which employers had recently matched gifts. This produced a list 
of the following eight firms: 
Atlantic Richfield (ARCO), AT&T, Exxon, IBM, 3M, 
Southwestern Bell, Texas Instruments and Texas Nuclear. 
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The intern contacted the Development Offi ce of KLRU- KLRN 
public television to determine which firms in the area had matched 
gifts to public television. KLRU-KLRN supplied a list of 35 firms 
which "included the above eight. These additional 27 firms would 
later be contacted to ask if they would also match their 
employees' gifts to LGAM should their giving policies permit. 
The most extensive and time-consuming segment of the 
intern's research on this project was a comprehensive survey of 
corporations and their giving policies using the 1986 edition of 
the Taft Corporate Giving Directory at the public library. (This 
was the most recent edition of this reference book available.) 
This reference book outlined the giving programs of the 500 
largest corporations in the United States. Initially, this 
produced a list of about 325 businesses matching employee gifts. 
However, many limited matching gifts to causes excluding museums, 
typically higher education, health issues and the United Way. 
Eliminating these reduced the list to about 150 firms. Further 
research revealed that only 89 of these had operations (and thus 
employees) in the Austin area and matched gifts to museums. 
Us i ng one of the Museum's personal computers, the intern 
created a database of these 89. Each record in the database 
contained fields for the inclusion of the following information: 
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Name of corporation 





Local contact person 
Local telephone number 
Ratio of match 
Name(s) of employee(s) contributing 
Much of this information was completed by consulting 
business directories and journals. Of particular interest was 
information about local subsidiaries and how to contact them for 
confirmation of LGAM eligibility under their guidelines. After 
thi s data was entered, a report was generated that produced a 
worksheet format for follow-up calls to these firms. It would be 
necessary to contact each for confi rmat i on, as corporate gi vi ng 
policies are often modified. Some Museum members may not be aware 
that their employers may match their individual contributions. 
Additionally, after the list's printing, other firms may wish to 
be included in the list, especially smaller, local business not 
prev i ous1y included that may be encouraged to deve lop ma tch i ng 
program of their own. 
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The follow-up calls for confirmation to be included on the 
final list were being completed by volunteers from WAG. By early 
May, over fi fty fi rms had confi rmed that they woul d match thei r 
employees' gifts to LGAM. 
B. Marketing Audit 
This project stemmed from a donation of professional 
services from Healthcare International, which operates many large 
hospitals across the country and abroad. Their corporate offices 
are headquartered in Austin. Healthcare has loaned LGAM the 
services of two marketing executives to assist with the marketing 
plan for FY 1989-90. 
Initially, as a part of the project, the intern studied all 
eXisting LGAM marketing information that could be located in the 
files. This study yielded a variety of historical and current 
data about membership and public awareness of LGAM programs. 
There were also the reports of at least three marketing 
consultants, employed in 1978, 1982 and 1984. The very existence 
of these fil es was compl etely unknown to the department due to 
recent staff turnover and a labyrinthine filing system. The files 
were discovered stored away with information from the Public 
Informat ion Offi ce and had not been touched for at 1east three 
years. 
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After reviewing files and interviewing the Publ ic 
Information and Development Officers, the intern produced for the 
Healthcare executives an outline of a marketing audit for LGAM 
listing distribution amounts and frequency of press releases, 
pub1ic servi ce announcements, press packets, advert i sements, 
articles, reviews, promotional items, brochures, postcards and 
other materials. Also provided were a similar list and calendar 
of all the mail i ngs produced by the Development Department, the 
Art School, WAG and the Museum newsletter. Lastly, this report 
provided a summary of previous marketing activities and the 
intern's recommendations. This report provides a substantial and 
current collection of information that the marketing specialists 
will be able to use for development of next year's marketing plan. 
A copy of that report is presented in appendix F. 
C. Demographic Survey 
The membership was analyzed for demographic characteristics 
so that the Museum would have more current information about its 
members. This task was completed by uploading the LGAM membership 
database to Healthcare's computer. This analysis yielded 
information for the geographic distribution that could be used in 
developing next fall's direct mail activities. With only very 
1imited resources for direct ma i1, it is important for LGAM to 
mail to only those households which seem to have the greatest 
propensity for joining the membership. 
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For its own market analysis activities, Healthcare uses a 
software package called VISION which is sold by National Decision 
Systems. VISION is very helpful for developing market information 
such as identifying market segments and reviewing many of the 
demographic traits within segments. By merging the zip codes and 
membership levels of each of LGAM's 3,083 members VISION produced 
a report which revealed that LGAM received $102,720 of its total 
of $188,830 in FY 1988-89 membership dues from 1,584 households 
(51.4% of total membership) in only four zip codes, all in West 
Aust in. These nei ghborhoods woul d be the most important target 
market for producing membership revenue. 72 
An additional 29.6% of the membership (882 households) 
provided $53,451 in FY 1988-89. These members resided in 13 zip 
codes throughout the central North-South corridor of the city and 
two new deve1opi ng areas in far western Travi s County. These 
neighborhoods represent a diverse variety of different ethnic and 
socioeconomic groups. Though not as revenue i ntens i ve as the 
first target market segment, these neighborhoods al so showed a 
strong potential for membership development. Also, membership was 
not as saturated in these areas, further increasing potential. 
72A demographi c report of the Laguna Glori a Art 
Museum membership generated by using VISION, including 
maps of geographic distribution of the members, is 
presented in appendix D of this report. This appendix 
documents and supports i nformat i on presented in sec. 
VI, part C. of this report. 
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Contrary to what was expected, thi s report revealed that 
the membership levels were more evenly distributed throughout the 
city than had been percei ved. The di stri but i on of upper 1eve1 
members was fairly even in proportion to the total numbers of 
members within each respective area. That is, there were likely 
to be large numbers of upper level members in areas that had large 
numbers of members at lower levels. Another, more qualitative 
feature of VISION is that it can provide very detailed demographic 
information. VISION creates reports that classify households into 
48 distinct Profiles which describe income levels, type of 
employment, age, sex, family size, education, race, type of home, 
credi t card use and many other factors. By coll ect i ng data from 
various census sources, VISION can generate reports on the 
demograph ic characteri st ics of any given postal route (a smaller 
division of a zip code). These reports provide information 
concerning the distribution and concentration of all 48 profiles 
nationwide. 
By comparing the top four membership revenue producing zip 
codes where over one-hal f of LGAM members 1ive with the VISION 
Profiles of those areas, the two most likely descriptions of these 
current members emerged. These two Profiles VISION calls Nouveau 
Riche and Hi-Tech Frontiers. 
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The Nouveau Riche market segment is characterized as 
families in newer suburbs with incomes over $25,000. Almost all 
are white, own their homes, and have 3-4 persons living at home. 
43% are college graduates. 
This market segment represents 4.8% of Austin's population 
or, about 10,905 households. This profile provides a fairly 
accurate description of a large segment of LGAM's members. 
The second market segment identified by VISION, Hi-Tech 
Frontiers, is much like the Nouveau Riche. The differences are 
that they are usua11 y younger fami 1i es with very high incomes 
derived from employment in the hi-tech fields. Most have one or 
two children. There are very high concentrations of Hi-Tech 
Frontiers households in Alaska and the Southwest. A significant 
7.8% of all Austin households fall into this Profile. This market 
segment is of part i cul ar importance for target i ng LGAM's 
children's Art School programs as well as the general membership. 
These analyses produced by using Healthcare's Computer 
resources presented LGAM with the most in-depth and qual itative 
study of its membership in recent years and provided LGAM with a 
better understanding of its current membership and with 
indications of LGAM's most favorable market segments. 
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The concern for recruiting members from non-member program 
participants would also have to be studied before next fall's 
membership drive. Preliminary plans called for adding all museum 
vi s itors' addresses from the regi ster at the front desk to the 
mailing list. Also there would be a similar analysis of zip codes 
to see what geographic distributions emerged from among visitors. 
D. Research of Funding Sources 
The intern was given a list of exhibitions and programs 
that needed immedi ate fundi ng. Fi 1es that fi 11 ed a three-drawer 
cabinet provided the initial research material. These files had 
been created in the early 1980s by a previous Development 
Director. The great majority had not been updated or even touched 
in years. The fil es contained records on previ ous grantors, 
unsuccess ful proposals and documentat ion, and annual reports of 
corporat ions and foundat ions that had been i dent ifi ed as good 
prospects for funding, many of which had never been approached. 
This search through the files raised many questions concerning 
incomplete information and why the files of previous donors 
indicated that they had not been approached for years. Virtually 
a11 of these questions went unanswered when the intern presented 
his initial findings to the Development staff. The intern 
concluded that because no one presently on staff in the department 
had worked in this specific area, few answers to his questions 
would be available. 
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The next task involved further research at the public 
1i brary to update i nformat i on on corporate and foundat ion fi 1es 
found in the office and to identify new funding sources that could 
be matched to specific Museum programs in need. This project 
1asted several weeks as more programs in need were added to the 
list. Several potential sources of funding were identified. The 
intern was asked to draft grant proposals for a few of these to be 
submitted to the new sources identified. These drafts were edited 
by other staff members. The intern wrote significant amounts of 
the texts for at least two successful grant proposals. 
It was quite difficult to secure funds for the remainder of 
FY 1988-89 programs by writing formal proposals; since the time 
for funding decisions was past for many of the potential grantors 
and most had commitments to other projects for the next several 
months. To facilitate the pursuit of immediate funding, the 
intern was asked to make a list of possible grantors headquartered 
in Dallas for the Execut i ve Di rector to contact in person. The 
intern developed a list from reference materials in the public 
library and presented the list to the Interim Development Director 
who accompanied the Executive Director to Dallas. The list was 
largely ignored. The trip to Dallas produced no immediate 
results, only some polite interest. In this stop-gap situation 
the Museum was more successful in getting immediate funds by 
soliciting two previous contributors,a local bank and a retail 
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clothing store, for exhibition sponsorship. While the scramble 
for immediate funding continued, the Development Department began 
thinking about proposals for the coming year. 
E. Smaller Tasks 
Smaller tasks I completed for the department included 
proof-reading and editing materials produced by the department and 
by the Public Information Officer. Smaller research tasks were 
a1so ass igned. The intern had some exposure to the budget i ng 
process for the coming year but, this was limited to computations 
rather than decision-making processes. 
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VII. Management Problems 
Though the internship did not directly concern the new 
museum project, this issue affected the operations of the entire 
museum. Meetings and negotiations consumed much of both the 
Executive Director's and the Director of Administration's time. 
The prolongation of this crisis has produced low morale among 
staff and has often strained the Museum's relations with the City 
and some members of the community. 
Within the Development Department the ill effects of the 
new museum issue not only lowered morale but also diminished 
, 
confidence in upper management and affected fundraising. The new 
museum capital campaign has been on hold for several months. LGAM 
is not actively pursuing funds for direct application to the new 
museum project. However, other fundraising activities that do not 
benefit the new museum fund such as the Business Campaign, the 
Annual Fund and special events suffered shortfalls which may, in 
part, be traced to the public's misunderstanding of and confusion 
about the new museum. 
Many businesses declined to contribute to the Business 
Campaign as a direct result of the prolonged new museum issue. 
Even among former contri butors there was often a reluctance to 
donate until this issue is resolved. Many individuals solicited 
to contribute to the Annual Fund, which benefits day-to-day 
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operat ions, had quest ions about the new museum controversy, and 
some expressed feelings of doubt and lack of confidence concerning 
how their money would be spent. 
Another major set of problems existed at the departmental 
1eve1 and extended to upper management. There has not been any 
effective leadership in the Development Department in three years. 
The former departmental director's resignation last November was 
welcomed by most staff. Since that time the position has remained 
essentially vacant. 
The department's 1988-89 project ions made 1ast year were 
very unreasonable and it seemed that little thought had gone into 
projecting the revenues expected to be brought in by the 
department. One document conta ined over $45, 000 in projected 
revenues without any imaginable source identified, and there were 
no indications that any successful efforts had been made to secure 
funds for programs that were very close on the hori zon. 73 The 
effects of such unsound practices are certainly cumulative. As 
the department tried desperately to secure funds which should have 
already have been in place by that time, research and proposals 
for funding next year's programs were not being developed in a 
timely manner. As each time frame for funding is shortened, this 
73This document, drafted in december 1988 by the 
former Development Director, was a list of 1989 
exhibitions and programs, outlining projected 
expenditures, funding in place and necessary funding 
that had not been secured. 
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deficit persists and accumu~ates. And, since many grantors and 
sponsors of events usually require significant lead time to make 
contribution decisions, the number of sources available to fund a 
project on short notice are indeed few. 
This legacy reveals not only that the former departmental 
director lacked the sufficient expertise for the position and 
padded the budget with imaginary figures, it also reveals how 
poorl y her work was bei ng supervi sed. Because she conducted the 
department in this way for not one but two fiscal years, upper 
management is at fault for not taking corrective measures. 
Specifically, the Executive Director to whom she reported, 
did not effectively monitor her fundraising work, and he approved 
two years of unworkable budgets, which set the Museum up for a 
pattern of cumulative and increasing problems in fundraising. 
Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the Board of 
Trustees to approve all budgets. Though it may be assumed that 
budgetary information is greatly summarized for Board 
consideration, the Board's Vice-President for Development must 
bear some respons i bil ity for submitting incorrect budgets to the 
Board. 
The Executive Director's poor supervision of the 
Development Department's progress is one example of his limited 
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effect i veness to properl y manage time, personnel and other 
resources. The great majority of his time in the office is 
absorbed by various problems concerning the new museum. 
A further drain on the Execut i ve Di rector's time is the 
time he spends on organizing and curating exhibitions. He 
appointed himself interim Director of Exhibitions when that 
position was vacated over two years ago. This was the position he 
held several years ago before his appointment to the Executive 
Directorship. These curatorial duties are an area in which he is 
most competent and which he seems to enjoy. Unfortunately, these 
duties demand a great deal of time which he could use to execute 
the functions of the directorship. 
Closer to the intern's position, the Executive Director's 
ineffectiveness in management was evidenced by his handling of the 
search process for a new Development Di rector. After the former 
one 1eft 1ast November, the funct ions of the department were 
haphazardly redistributed among the Development Officer; her 
assistant, the Development Coordinator; and the Executive 
Director. Since leadership in the department had been so poor in 
the 1ast two years, the Art School and other departments had 
already assumed some Development responsibilities such as 
grantwriting and solicitation for funding. The only Development 
functions which continued to work well within the department was 
the management of membership, which was supervised by the 
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Development Officer. She also managed the Business Campaign, the 
Annua1 Fund and several other Development projects. These 
projects would have been more successful had there been more 
leadership, coordination of duties, expertise and additional staff 
to manage this wide array of duties. The situation described 
could be analogous to treading water. Faced with inevitable 
short fa 11 sin departmental revenues, the Development staff was 
overworked in this scramble to fund programs and money available 
for departmental operations was extremely limited. 
The s i tuat i on worsened after the Executive Di rector 
appointed his secretary to Interim Development Director in 
February 1989. With a high school education and no experience in 
Museum development or fundraising of any kind, this person was not 
qualified for the position. During a conversation in March with 
the intern, the appointee revealed that she did not have any clear 
idea about the existence or use of reference and research 
materials concerning private and corporate foundations which could 
be easily found in the public library. 
Should it have been deemed necessary to have appointed an 
Interim Development Director, the logical choice would have been 
to promote the subordinate Development Officer who was famil iar 
with the job and its responsibilities. 
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The national search for a new Development Director produced 
many candidates of varying qual ifications. March 1 was the date 
set in December for a new appointee to take the position. Rounds 
of i nterv i ews ensued, and the date for a new person to come on 
staff changed several times by two-week increments. In June, the 
Development Director position was filled by a candidate 
interviewed in February. 
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VIII. Recommendations 
Operating at its present scale, LGAM is a successful 
operat ion. The Museum exhi bit ions and programs are of respected 
quality and receive favorable critical reviews. With about 3,100 
members from throughout the community and thousands of vi s itors 
annually, public support is broad-based and events are well 
attended. The Art School, clearly LGAM's finest achievement, is 
nationally recognized as a leader in museum affiliated art schools 
and continues to grow. 
The intern recommends the following changes in LGAM 
operations: 
A. Shelve the downtown LGAM project or, form new 
management to administer a downtown museum project. 
B. Implement restructuring of the LGAM Board of Trustees. 
C. Redefine the job scope of the Executive Director. 
D. Create the position of Marketing Director. 
E. Create a Data Processing Department. 
F. Review Museum staff job titles and job descriptions. 
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G. Redistribute or secure additional office space. 
A. Shelve the New Museum Project 
LGAM shoul d not pursue the new museum project under the 
less-than-favorable terms presented by the City. Considering the 
current adverse economic conditions, existing political sentiments 
and funding uncertainties, LGAM could become too dependent on City 
funding which can easily be withdrawn. Furthermore, it is 
uncertain that LGAM can secure an adequate private sector 
financial base to support expansion. It is also questionable 
whether or not current LGAM management has the expertise to manage 
a $3 million a year facility. 
Though it is regrettable that the capital city of Texas 
does not have a municipal arts museum comparable to several major 
public arts museums in Houston, Dallas and Fort Worth, it would be 
a prudent decision for Laguna Gloria to remain a modestly-sized 
success rather than become a large scale failure. 
As previously mentioned, the economic climate in Austin is 
not at all favorable, and reasonable doubts exist concerning 
whether or not a publ ie-private financial base can be created to 
support the proposed downtown museum. New, postmodern skyscrapers 
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remain vacant as realtors and other investors go bankrupt. Large 
financial institutions fall into insolvency on an almost daily 
basis as larger out-of-state and foreign institutions absorb them. 
It is said that bankruptcy attorneys are among the few businesses 
in town which continue to thrive.74 It is no small coincidence 
that the newly appointed Chief Executive Officer of First City 
Bank of Austin has twenty years of third World banking experience. 
With few i ndi cat ions that the prosperity of ten years ago wi 11 
return in the near future, the City of Austin can ill afford 
exposure to the financial and other risks that a downtown LGAM may 
create, especially if the current Museum management were installed 
there. 
In addition to the flagging economy, the current 
unfavorab1e rel at i onshi p between the City and LGAM has generated 
concern that the project is not immediately viable. The current 
City Council has whittled away the original contracts on many 
vital points to which LGAM has abandoned, most importantly, the 
length of the new museum building lease. The Museum's 
negotiators have not been able to deliver the legal expertise, 
negotiating skills nor the political clout to keep the original 
contracts with the City reasonably intact. Considering the 
political motivations involved, it is quite conceivable that the 
74Remarks by Dan Herd, President, Board of 
Trustees, Laguna Gloria Art Museum, at a Blue Chip 
Committee meeting of the Business Campaign, 8 March 
1989. 
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City could legally maneuver the Museum into any number of 
difficult situations. 
Political considerations within the local arts community 
are certain to affect City decisions regarding LGAM. Unlike some 
other cities where local arts organizations may consider 
themse1ves fri endl y compet itors or even collaborators, there is 
little cooperation between most arts organizations and there is no 
united front of local arts organizations. The City's Arts 
Commi ss i on may be characteri zed as weak, communi cat ions between 
arts organizations is poor, and many such groups regard each other 
as enemies, especially when funding and political influence is at 
stake. 
B. Implement Restructuring of the LGAM Board of Trustees 
Many of the proposed changes that have been presented by 
the Trustee Assessment Committee for Board restructuring should be 
imp1emented, inc1ud i ng the concept of expand i ng the non -t ru stee 
advisory committees to involve experts and the general pubic. 
Trustee involvement and participation in supporting programs needs 
improvement, and restructuring may facilitate these goals. A 
Board of 12-18 voting members may not be adequate for an 
organization of this size, especially considering poor meeting 
attendance. Should quorums al so be reduced, only a very small 
number of trustees would be making decisions. A voting Board of 
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25-27 members may be more reasonable. Additionally, the proposed 
comm it tee structure changes seem to put far too many 
responsibil ities on the Executive Committee. The scope of the 
committees duties should be 1imited to focus on specific issues 
and more committees should be created to manage temporary issues 
or projects. 
The Board of Trustees, once restructured, should take pause 
to consider its plans for the institution in the long term. In 
the last several years, LGAM has experienced unprecedented growth 
which is now reaching a plateau at a favorable level. Reasonable 
and quantifiable goals must be set by top management to execute, 
and management performance should be reviewed with scrutiny. 
C. Redefine the job scope of the Executive Director 
Objectively, the Board should consider asking for the 
resignation of the Executive Director, or at least redefine his 
responsibilities as limited to curating exhibitions and overseeing 
anc ill ary programs. The Board shoul d search for a new museum 
administrator who would work full-time according to the 
responsibilities of the directorship. Perhaps the Museum could 
function better managed by a diumvirate which could include the 
current Executive Director in a more limited capacity responsible 
for exhibitions and a second executive to direct the 
administration of all business and governmental oriented 
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functions. An outside search for the business half of a 
diumvirate or for a new Executive Director would be needed. 
D. Create the position of Marketing Director 
The position of marketing director should be created 
because the basic functions of marketing are not properly 
administered nor very well understood by anyone on staff. Some 
marketing-related duties are executed by Development and the 
Publ i c Informat ion Offi cer. St ill, there is a seri ous gap that 
has created an atmosphere in which the local markets and their 
characteri st i cs are not readily understood by either department. 
LGAM needs a seni or staff member with arts market i ng expert i se. 
Funding for this position could be realized, in part, by 
el iminating the practice of engaging expensive marketing 
consultants. The remainder coul d be funded through the Annual 
Fund. Eventually, this position could be funded entirely through 
the Museum's endowment. 
E. Create a Data Processing Department 
The current Computer Operations Coordinator is part of the 
Development staff, but is often assigned to assist other 
departments by providing information and computer-related 
expertise. This person could be reassigned to the proposed Data 
Processing Department. 
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A Data Process i ng Department, independent of Development, 
shoul d be created to serve all of LGAM's computer related needs 
and to fac i1i tate the management of i nformat ion. At present, 
almost every department has its own personal computer, most of 
which are used primarily for word processing. None of the 
computers is networked. The Development Depa rtment' s computer 
resources are barely adequate for current operations. More 
central ized and better managed data processing by a networked 
system of personal computers overseen by an independent department 
would be far more effective than the current assortment of aging 
computers which cannot exchange data. 
The intern and the Development Officer worked on proposals 
to Dell Computer Corporat ion, a generous LGAM supporter, for an 
in-kind donation of computer hardware, network and other software, 
and technical support to develop a new and more effective 
information management system. Initial response to this proposal 
was favorabl e and it seems that LGAM may succeed in recei vi ng 
Dell's assistance. 
F. Review job titles and job descriptions 
The official titles of many staff positions are long and 
often do not reflect or describe the actual duties of the 
position. These titles should be shortened for clarity and others 
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should be modified. These titles are a hodge-podge of names which 
have been inherited, self-appointed or combined with the titles of 
no longer extant positions. Title revision may seem 
inconsequential, but briefer and more consistent titles would also 
further define organizational hierarchy. 
The issue of titles is a small example of the inadequate 
departmental management of the Director of Administration. Though 
the intern had little contact with this department, many of its 
shortcomings were obvious. There has not been an employee 
handbook of personnel policies in use for at least six years, so 
nobody on staff is to any degree certain about such policies of 
the Museum. Job descri pt ions have not been revi ewed in at 1east 
six years and many staff members actual duties do not reflect what 
the outdated job descriptions provide. 
G. Redistribute or secure additional office space 
At present, the Museum operates out of two 1ocat ions, the 
villa and grounds at West 35th Street and the Downtown Offices at 
4th and Guadalupe Streets. the Downtown Offices opened a few 
years ago in antic i pat i on of the new museum and because offi ce 
space at 35th Street was inadequate, partly due to Art School 
expans i on. The Downtown Offi ces are cramped, shabby and do not 
project a profess i ona1 image. 
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Office space must in some way be addressed and reorganized 
for better communications between Adminstration and Development 
(and the recommended Market i ng and Data Process i ng Departments). 
The current s ituat i on of telephone tag, once a day i nter-offi ce 
mail and limited communications between Administration and 
Development, as well as between other departments, should be 
changed. 
The downtown location contains the offices of the Executive 
Director, Director of Planning, Public Information and 
Development. The 35th Street location has the offices of 
Administration, Exhibitions, Exhibitions Education and the Art 
School campus. 
lGAM should consider moving the offices of the Director of 
Administration and the Comptroller downtown and moving the 
Executive Director's office back to 35th Street. The 35th Street 
location is only about fifteen minutes by car from downtown. If 
the Executive Director maintained an office at the 35th Street 
site, then this may serve to quell some of the persistent 
allegations that lGAM is abandoning the villa and grounds. This 
move would also facilitate his wishes to work with the Exhibitions 
Department. 
Development should work more closely with Administration on 
budgeting processes, particularly at this time when the new 
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Development Director is not yet on staff. Projected and operating 
budgets are constantly being readjusted. The Comptroller and the 
Director of Administration should move downtown to be more readily 
available to assist with internal accounting and other business 
related matters. 
If the new museum project is indefinitely shelved, LGAM 
should then consider whether or not to maintain a downtown office 
or to construct new offices at 35th Street. They may be able to 
use some of the existing capital fund for such construction. 
However, as long as any hope remains for the new museum project, 
LGAM shoul d retain a downtown presence. Even if the new museum 
project were to proceed immediately, LGAM should consider moving 
administrative personnel from 35th Street and all 4th Street 
personnel into 1arger, more effi ci ent offi ces located downtown; 
because offices in a new museum building would not be ready for at 
least two years. 
There is currently a glut of downtown office space and it 
is likely professional offices could be obtained through donation 
or at least at reduced cost. 
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IX. The Intern's Contribution 
The short term contributions the intern made were limited. 
In meetings and in informal discussions, the intern often related 
how he had experienced or had studied an operational situation at 
other institutions which, in some way, might relate to a given 
situation at LGAM.It was often refreshing for staff to receive 
the opinions and observations of a fairly detached observer who 
was diligent in preparing himself for the museum profession. The 
intern also worked to keep up morale among staff, many of whom 
were constantly searching for new jobs. 
More tangible evidence of the intern's short term 
contributions include the composition of departmental 
correspondence, press releases; developing, editing and 
proofreading proposals and other literature and providing reports 
on membership demographics. Examples are presented in appendix G. 
For the long term, the intern's most important contribution 
was the compilation of the confirmed list of businesses that would 
match employee gifts to LGAM. After this list is published in 
next fall's newsletter and included in Museum mailings, it should 
have a favorable effect on individual gifts for years to come. If 
a conservatively estimated of one-tenth of the membership begins 
to have gifts matched at the lowest $35 level, this would produce 
an $11,000 increase in annual revenues. 
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It is difficult to estimate the value of the intern's 
contribution to marketing information. The recommendations 
submitted for the 1989-90 marketing plan were well received by the 
Healthcare marketing executives and by the Development Officer. 
However, it is doubtful that many of these recommendations will be 
implemented. The Museum files contained several reports by 
marketing consultants going dating back as many as ten years. Few 
of their recommendations had been implemented, and several of the 
problems which they identified and for which they provided 
remedies still go unheeded. The market planners from Healthcare 
are very professional and are quite motivated to assist LGAM. 
Unfortunately, considering LGAM's poor record of implementing 
consultants' recommendations (often at great expense), it is 
doubtful that they will have much impact on the Museum. Moreover, 
until the new museum issue is resolved, it is doubtful that their 
recommendations will receive much of the Executive Director's 
attention. 
Research conducted concerning funding from foundations may 
have some favorable long term effects if the new Development 
Director will act upon the information provided. The Development 
Department must direct more attention to the long term and begin 
to increase proposal writing and improve the timeliness with which 
proposals are developed and submitted. There also needs to be 
more careful targeting of proposals to potential grantors. In 
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addition to depending on a few faithful grantors, the department 
must actively continue to seek new funding sources. Of all income 
producing activities within Development, grantsmanship is the area 
which needs the most improvement. Also, in consideration of the 
long term, LGAM shoul d develop proposals for multi -year support 
for some programs to establish more permanent relations with major 
grantors and to reduce the amount of repet it i ve annual 
solicitations freeing staff to pursue other Development 
object i ves. 
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x. Conclusion 
The internship with Laguna Gloria was selected because it 
appeared to be an excellent development experience during a major 
capital expansion. Unfortunately, it did not turn out that way. 
Instead, the intern found himself in a rather chaotic institution 
with low morale among staff members. The intern would have 
seriously considered walking away from this internship if it were 
not for the interesting 1essons 1earned about pol it i cs in the 
arts, museum contracts, personnel conflicts and human behavior. 
More practically, the intern did have an opportunity to 
demonstrate and improve his technical skills as a researcher and 
writer. 
As a final word, it was constantly surprising that the 
organi zat ion descri bed coul d produce the excellent results that 
they consistently do. Exhibitions are very well curated, and the 
Art School is a major achievement. Laguna Gloria is a very viable 
arts organization on its present scale and provides the community 
with a variety of contemporary arts programs. 
Though the intern enjoyed and respected the achievements of 
the Museum's programs, he cannot avoi d havi ng reasonabl e doubts 
about the Museum's expansion plans. With the City and the Museum 
at such odds and management unprepared to handle such a proposed 
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facil ity it would be most advisable for the Museum to 
strategically retreat and restructure itself at this time, rather 
than to try to grow into the new building. Without proper care, a 
small, successful Laguna Gloria Art Museum could be quickly 
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ARTICLE I 
NAME AND LOCATION 
The name of the nonprofit corporation is Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Inc. The 
principal office shall be located at 3809 West 35th Street, Austin, Travis 
County, Texas. The corporation may have such other offices within Travis 
County as the Board of Trustees shall determine. 
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Laguna Gloria is a community art museum serving Central Texas whose 
primary goal is the fostering of awareness, tmderstanding, and appreciation of 
the visual arts with a particular focus on American art of the 20th century. 
With this goal in mind, Laguna Gloria Art Museum concentrates its efforts and 
resources in three diverse but equally important areas, namely: 1) varied 
exhibitions, 2) a vital art school, and 3) a series of special programs and 
events. Community education and shared experience are the common threads 
that link the various arts activities of the museum and commit it to being 
accessible to the widest possible audience• 
., 
J 
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3.1	 The regulation and management of the affairs of the museum, 
including the control and disposition of its property and funds, shall 
be vested in a Board of Trustees. 
3.2	 The government of the museum shall be vested in a Board of Trustees 
of not less than twenty-five (25) trustees nor more than sixty (60) 
trustees, as may be determined from time to time by the Board of 
Trustees. 
3.3	 The Trustees shall be elected by the membership of the museum at 
the annual meeting for a term of three years or until each of their 
successors is duly qualified and elected. No Trustee shall be elected 
to more than two consecutive 3-year terms. A Trustee shall not 
thereafter succeed himself except after a one year interval in which 
he is not an elected Trustee. 
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3.4	 Among the twenty-five Trustees, the following four persons shall be 
appointed by the President as Ex-officio Members of the Board of 
Trustees, with the right of voting, sUbject to the approval of the 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum Board of Trustees: 
A.	 The President of the Women's Art Guild of Laguna Gloria Art 
Museum, Inc. 
B.	 The Board representative of the Women's Art Guild of Laguna 
Gloria Art Museum, Inc. 
C.	 Two voting members of the Board of Trustees of the Texas Fine 
Arts Association, as designated by said Board. 
The President may appoint the Director of the Parks and Recreation 
Department of the City of Austin or a member of the City of Austin's 
Art Commission, and/or others as Ex-officio Members of the Board of 
Trustees, without the right of voting, subject to the approval of the 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum's Board of Trustees. 
The Board, upon the recommendation of the President or the Chair­
man, may from time to time appoint one or more persons Ex-officio 
Members of the Board to hold office at the pleasure of the Board. 
Such Ex-officio Members of the Board shall be afforded the privileges 
of the Board but shall not vote or be counted in determining the 
existence of a quorum. 
3.5	 To be eligible to be elected a member of the Board of Trustees, one 
must be a member of the Museum at the time of election. 
3.6	 If a Trustee is absent from one-half of the meetings of the Board of 
Trustees in anyone year without cause, he shall be deemed to have 
resigned as a Trustee, and shall be so notified by the Secretary at the 
direction of the President. If a Trustee is absent with cause, such 
absence shall be duly noted in the minutes of the Board of Trustees. 
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3.7	 Any member of the Board may resign from the Board at any time by 
giving written notice to the Chairman, the President or the Secre­
tary, and the acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to 
make it effective. Members of the Board may be removed from 
office by a majority of the members of the Board then in office. 
3.8	 Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Trustees, whether by resigna­
tion, removal, death, or by increase in the number of Trustees, may 
be filled by the affirmative vote of the majority of the remaining 
Trustees, though less than a quorum of the Board of Trustees. A 
Trustee elected to fill a vacancy shall be elected for the unexpired 
term of his predecessor in office. 
3.9	 The Board of Trustees shall be responsible for the finances of the 
Museum and for the well being of its various assets: for formulating 
and maintaining the general policies that govern the Museum's 
actions and programs, and for the continuity of the Museum: and for 
hiring and retaining a Director and for the termination of the 
Director's appointment. 
3.10	 Regular meetings of the Board shall be held four (4) times a year. 
3.11	 Special meetings of the Board of Trustees may be called by the 
President and shall be called by the Secretary at the request of six (6) 
members from the Board of Trustees. Notice of a special meeting of 
the Board shall be given to each Trustee at least five (5) days prior to 
the date of the meeting. 
3.12	 Attendance of a Trustee at any meeting shall constitute a waiver of 
notice of such meeting, except where a Trustee attends for the 
express purpose of objecting to the transaction of any business on the 
grounds that the meeting is not lawfully called or convened. Except 
as may otherwise be provided by law, the Articles of Incorporation or 
the By-Laws, neither the business to be transacted at, nor the 
purpose of, any regular or special meeting of the Board of Trustees 
need be specified in notice or waiver of such meeting. 
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3.13	 At all meetings of the Board of Trustees, a majority of the number of 
Trustees constituting the whole Board shall constitute a quorum for 
the transaction of business. If, in such a majority, there are included 
at least a majority of the Executive Committee of the Board, the act 
of a majority of the Trustees present at any meeting at which there 
is a quorum shall be the act of the Board of Trustees, except as may 
be otherwise provided by law. the Articles of Incorporation or the By­
Laws. 
3.14	 The President may appoint, subject to approval of the Board of 
Trustees, not more than fifteen persons as members of an Advisory 
Council, to serve terms of two years. There shall be appointed to the 
Advisory Council persons who have demonstrated their interest in the 
Museum and in furtherance of its objectives and persons who are 
eminently qualified in one or more aspects of the Museum's activities 
or interests. The Board of Trustees, by resolution, shall determine 
the duties and responsibilities of the Advisory Council. 
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4.1	 The officers of the museum shall consist of a Chairman; a President; 
a Vice-President, Finance; a Vice-President, Development; and a 
Secretary, all of whom shall be Trustees. In addition, the Board may 
appoint such officers and assistant officers and agents as the Board 
shall deem necessary, each of whom shall have such authority and 
exercise such powers and perform such duties as shall be determined 
from time to time by the Board by resolutions not inconsistent with 
the By-Laws. 
4.2	 Officers shall serve for a one year term, but each officer shall hold 
office until his successor is elected or appointed and qualified or until 
his death, resignation or removal from office. 
4.3	 Officers shall be elected at a meeting of the Trustees held in June of 
each year to serve a one-year term beginning at the annual meeting 
of the members following election. 
CHAIRMAN 
4.4	 The Chairman shall chair all meetings of the Board of Trustees and 
the members and shall be concerned with the long-range future and 
direction of the Museum, its governance and programs: and may 
chair such committee(s) as may be appropriate to accomplish this 
charge. The Chairman shall, in the absence of the President, perform 
the duties and have the authority and exercise the powers of the 
President. 
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4.5	 The President shall chair the fxecutive Committee of the Board of 
Trustees: he shall see that all policies and resolutions of the Board of 
Trustees are carried into effect. He shall be an Ex-officio Member 
without vote, of all committees except the Nominating Committee 
and shall appoint, with the advice of the Chairman, members of all 
standing and special committees and their chairmen, unless otherwise 
determined by these By-Laws or Board of Trustees resolution. The 
President shall, in the absence of the Chairman, perform the duties 
and have the authority, and exercise the powers of the Chairman. 
VICE-PRESIDENT FINANCE 
4.6	 The Vice-President, Finance shall chair the Finance Committee of 
the Board of Trustees, he shall, with the Finance Com mittee, review 
and approve the Museum's annual operating bUdget before it is 
submitted to the Board of Trustees for final approval; review actual 
financial operating results as compared to annual budget and report 
regularly to the Executive Committee concerning the financial 
condition of the Museum; recommend appointment of the Museum 
aUditors; and review and report the findings of the annual audit of 
the Museum to the Board of Trustees. 
VICE-PRESIDENT DEVELOPMENT 
4.7	 The Vice-President, Development shall chair the Development Com­
mittee of the Board of Trustees. He shall, with the Development 
Committee and appropriate staff, formulate policy relating to solici­
tation of membership annual operating funds, and long-term funds for 
endowment and capital purposes; he may appoint, with the advice 
and consent of the President, such sub-committees, such as, but not 
limited to, annnual fund, general membership, associates and corpo­
rate, as may be necessary to accomplish the solicitation goals of the 
Museum; and he shall review actual solicitation results as compared 
to annual solicitation budgets and report regularly to the Executive 
Committee of the Board of Trustees. 
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4.8	 The Secretary shall attend all meetings of the Board of Trustees, 
Executive Committee and of the members, and record or cause to be 
recorded all the proceedings of such meetings in a minute book to be 
kept for tha t purpose. The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, 
notice of all meetings of the Board of Trustees, the Executive 
Committee and of the members. The Secretary shall perform other 
such duties and have other such authority as the President, the Board 
of Trustees or these By-Laws may delegate. 
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5.1	 Executive Committee. The Executive Committee of the Museum 
shall consist of the officers of the Board, plus three (3) members at 
large, all of whom shall be Trustees and shall be appointed by the 
Chairman and President jointly, the Chairman of the standing com­
mittees as listed in 5.2 of these By-Laws, Ex-officio with vote, plus 
one each of the Ex-officio Members of the Board of Trustees from 
the Women's Art Guild and the Texas Fine Arts Association. It shall 
fix its own rules of procedure, but at least five (5) member shall be 
necessary to constitute a quorum, and the affirmative vote of not 
less than majority of the members present at any meeting at which 
there is a quorum shall be necessary for the adoption of any 
resolution or the taking of any other action. 
The Executive Committee shall have and shall exercise the power of 
the Board of Trustees in the management of the affairs of the 
Museum. Actions of the Executive Committee shall be reported to 
the Board at subsequent meetings. In Addition, the immediate past 
Chairman and President may be members of the Committee. 
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5.2	 Standing Committees. The standing committees of the Museum, in 
addition to the Executive Committee, shall be the following: 
A. Finance 
B. Development 
C. Facilities and Grounds 
D. Education 
E. Community and Governmental Affairs 
F. Nominating 
The Board of Trustees by resolution, shall determine the composition, 
number of members and approve the specific duties and responsibili­
ties of each committee. The President shall appoint such members, 
provided that the Chairman and at least one member of each 
committee shall be an elected Trustee. 
Each committee shall adopt its own rules of procedure, but not less 
than a majority of such committee shall be necessary to constitute a 
quorum, and the affirmative vote of not less than a majority of the 
members present at any meeting at which there is a quorum shall be 
necessary for taking of any action by the committee. 
5.3	 The President, with the advice of the Chairman shall establish Ad 
Hoc Committees not in the By-Laws, for specified periods of time 
and as are necessary to carry out the governance and programs of the 
Museum. 
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6.1	 Individuals, couples and corporations may become members of the 
Museum in accordance with such procedures as may be established by 
the Board of Trustees. There shall be only one class of members and 
each member shall be entitlted to one vote on each matter submitted 
to vote at the meeting of the members. No member of the Museum 
shall vote by proxy. The Board of Trustees may establish categories 
of members, fix the annual dues for each such category and make 
other provisions with respect thereto. 
6.2	 Annual meetings of the members shall be held during the month of 
September, the place and time to be set by the Executive Committee 
of the Board of Trustees. Notice shall be sent to all members of the 
Museum at least fifteen (15) days prior to the meeting. 
6.3	 Special meetings of the members may be called by the Chairman or 
the President of the Board of Trustees or by members having not less 
than one tenth (1/10) of the votes entitled, as certified by the 
President, to be cast at such meeting, provided thirty (30) days prior 
written request therefore is made to the Board of Trustees. 
6.4	 At all meetings of the members, Thirty-five (35) members shall 
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, and the act of a 
majority of the members present at any meeting at which there is a 
quorum shall be the act of the members, except as may otherwise be 
provided by law, the Articles of Incorporation or the By-Laws. 
However, at a special meeting of the membership, duly requested 
(see 6.3) by not less than one-tenth (1/10) of the eligible members the 
requirements for a quorum shall be the number of members repre­
senting fifteen (15) percent of the votes entitled to be cast. 
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Roberts Rules of Order Revised shall be the authority for all matters 
of procedures not specifically covered by the By-Laws or by special 
rules of procedures adopted by the organization. 
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7.1	 Employment. Terms of employment of the Director shall be set forth 
in writing in a contract duly ratified by the Board of Trustees. A 
written agreement covering the Director's responsibilities and special 
conditions shall be reviewed annually by the Executive Committee. 
7.2	 Duties 
A.	 The Director shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Museum and shall be responsible for the administration of the 
Museum, for the preservation and growth of the collections, and 
for the development of programs, activities and exhibitions that 
carry out the established policy of the Museum as set by the 
Board of Trustees. 
B.	 The Director shall serve as Ex-officio Member, without vote, on 
the Board of Trustees, Executive Committee, and all standing 
committees except the Nominating Committee. He may be an 
Ex-officio member of any special committee. 
C.	 The Director shall be the sole intermediary between the Board 
of Trustees and the staff. 
D.	 The Director, with the aid of the staff, shall prepare an annual 
budget showing the expected receipts and expenditures as 
required by the Finance Committee. 
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7.3	 Annual Report. The Director shall prepare an annual report for 
presentation at the annual meeting of members, reviewing the year 
ended and making forecasts for the current year as may be reason­
able. The report shall be included in the minute book of the 
Secretary. 
7.4	 Termination. Procedures for termination are the responsibility of the 
Board of Trustees. A vacancy in the position may be filled for an 
interim period by the Board of Trustees. 
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8.1	 The Museum shall maintain an operating fund and such other special 
funds as the Board of Trustees may from time to time designate or as 
may correspond with the wishes of donors and/or testators. The 
Board shall approve all expenditures made from special funds. 
8.2	 The operating fund shall include all monies received by the Museum 
by way of membership dues, city appropriations, income from endow­
ment funds and such donations and other monies as are not designated 
for some other purpose. The operating fund shall be disbursed under 
the general direction of the Board of Trustees, for purposes related 
to the conduct of the regular affairs of the Museum. 
8.3	 The Director, other employees, and such Trustees as the Executive 
Committee may determine from time to time, shall be bonded in 
amounts determined by the Executive Committee. 
8.4	 The fiscal year of the Museum shall begin on the first day of 
Septem ber and end on the last day of August. 
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9.1	 The Board of Trustees may authorize any officer or agent of the 
Museum, in addition to the officers so authorized in the By-Laws, to 
enter into any contract or execute any instrument in the name of and 
on behalf of the Museum, and such authority may be general or 
confined to specific instances. 
9.2	 The Board of Trustees may accept gifts, bequests or grants to the 
Museum. Except with the majority vote of the entire Board of 
Trustees and with the advice of the Director, no person shall have the 
authority to accept restricted or conditional gifts to the Museum. 
9.3	 The Museum shall be operated in accordance with the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, as amended, which forbids discrimination on account of 
sex, race, color or national origin. All the facilities of the Museum 
are available to all employees, members and all visitors on a non­
discriminatory basis. All persons, including Trustees and personnel, 
shall make every effort to respect the importance of individual 
dignity and the need for courteous treatment of all persons regardless 
of their sex, race, ethnic origin or station in life. 
9.4	 All terms used herein shall have their generic meaning and the 
masculine shall include the feminine, and vice versa. 
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10.1	 These by-Laws may be amended, altered, or repealed, or new By­
Laws may be adopted, at any regular or special meeting of the Board 
of Trustees or members, at which a quorum is present, provided that 
notice of the proposed changes or amendments shall have been sent 
by mail at least ten (l0) days in advance of any such meeting. 
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At Laguna Gloria Art Museum, on the shores of the Colorado River in Austin, 
natural art and man-made art exist in abundance and in harmony. What was 
once Clara Driscoll's Mediterranean-style villa houses the Museum in a setting 
that enhances the art and the pleasure of its viewers. 
Clara D'riscoll's legacy began long before she gave the people of Texas her 
beloved Laguna Gloria in 1943 and left her estate to finance a children's 
hospital two years later. Born into one of South Texas' pioneer families, 
throughout her life she left notable and visible reminders of her generosity in 
behalf of her fellow Texans. 
She waS responsible for the preservation of Texas' most sacred shrine, and she 
became known as the "Savior of the Alamo." Her determined effort saved the 
historic site from neglect and possible destruction. In 1903, she and other 
public-spirited women in the Daughters of the Republic of Texas attempted to 
raise enough money to buy the Alamo and the land under it. However, they 
were able to collect only a small amount, so in 1904, the 23-year old Clara 
Driscoll personally paid the bulk of the $75,000 price. In 1905, Governor 
Lanham formally conveyed the Alamo to the Daughters of the Republic of 
Texas, and Clara Driscoll later was reimbursed for her generous act. 
Possessed of a lively imagination and a romantic view of life as well as a 
talent for getting things done, the young Clara not only saved the Alamo 
during this century's first decade but also managed to write a novel, The Girl 
from La Gloria, in 1905, a book of short stories and writings, In the Shadow of 
the Alamo, in 1906, and a comic opera, Mexicana, that was proauced on 
Broadway in 1906. 
Having accomplished a great deal more than most by the age of 25, the well­
educated and wealthy Miss Driscoll married Henry Hulme Sevier at New York's 
St. Patrick's Cathedral in 1906. She had met him when she appeared before 
the Texas Legislature in Austin to gain support for the purchase of the Alamo. 
While Clara Driscoll and Henry Sevier were on a European honeymoon, they 
got the idea for what we know today as Laguna Gloria Art Museum. They 
visited Lake Como in Italy and were enchanted with its beauty. When they 
returned to the United States, they built a home on Oyster Bay, Long Island, 
which combined Italian and Spanish architectural styles. They lived in this 
precursor of Laguna Gloria until 1914 when they moved to Austin. 
Henry Sevier had served as financial editor of the New York Sun. When the 
couple returned to Texas, he founded the Austin American while Clara began 
planning her dream house. She selected a site at the base of Mount Bonnell, 
five miles west of the Capitol, overlooking the Colorado River. The Seviers 
chose the spot specifically because it reminded them of Lake Como. 
They were not the first to be so taken with the site. The 28 acres had been 
selected first by Stephen F. Austin. He planned to build his home there, but he 
did not live long enought to do so. The Seviers bought the land in 1915 from 
Roy H. and Ellen Collett for $4,750, and hired a San Antonio architect, Harvey 
1. Page, to design a large Mediterranean-style residence. The Seviers named 
their home Laguna Gloria, or "Heavenly Lagoon." 
The property formed a peninsula bordered by a lagoon on the south and east 
and the Colorado River on the west. Five acres were formally landscaped, and 
13 acres remained in their natural state, except for sodding. Terraces and 
lovely views faced the Colorado on the west, and here they placed the formal 
Italian gardens. The grounds were adorned with fountains, statuary, birdbaths, 
a wishing well, a\ mounted cannon, a footbridge, and even a "Temple of Love," 
a pagoda-shaped gazebo topped with red tiles. The wrought iron gates, bought 
at an auction, came from the State Capitol. 
The 15-room house was constructed of stuccoed masonry and concrete on the 
highest of four terraces. The gracious villa was made for entertaining. The 
Seviers especially enjoyed dancing, so they made good use of their two-story 
ballroom. The house and the surrounding grounds hosted all kinds of social 
functions that included many of Texas' best-known personalities. The Seviers' 
villa quickly acquired a reputation for Texas hospitality. 
In 1929, when Clara's brother died, the Seviers moved to the Driscoll family 
ranch near Corpus Christi so they could manage the family business. They had 
made their mark on Austin, however, not only by building Laguna Gloria, but 
by founding the Austin American and the Austin Public Library Association, 
the Pan American Round Table, and the Austin Open Forum. Clara served as 
the Democratic National Committeewoman from Texas from 1928 to 1944. 
Clara Driscoll (she and Henry Sevier were divorced in 1937) continued 
financial support of the Alamo and helped finance the Austin clubhouse for the 
Texas Federation of Women's Clubs. She also gave her beloved home, Laguna 
Gloria, to the Texas Fine Arts Association in 1943, although eager prospective 
buyers offered her more than $100,000 for it. In addition, she gave $5,000 for 
repairs and maintenance, and she left in Laguna Gloria three valued posses­
sions: the Italian chandelier in the living room, an elegant table, and a wood 
carving of "The Battle of the Alamo," made from an original rafter of the 
shrine. 
The Texas Fine Arts Association (TFAA) retained Laguna Gloria as a museum 
from 1943 to 1961. At that time the operation of the Museum was assumed by 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum. In 1966, the title of the property was transferred 
from the Texas Fine Arts Association Holding Company to the newly organized 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum. TFAA maintains its state headquarters in the 
original gatehouse on the Museum grounds. 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum has continued Clara Driscoll's legacy with exhibi­
tions of American art in this historic structure. Texas art museums continue 
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to expand and attract larger audiences, and Laguna Gloria Art Museum clearly 
reflects this trend. "It is a museum of American art since 1900, dedicated to 
presenting quality exhibitions and programs for the widest possible audience," 
explains its director, Laurence Miller. 
While the nearby University of Texas Art Museums have chosen to offer a 
representative sampling of art from many periods, Laguna Gloria Art Museum 
plays a more focused and experimental role. According to Miller, "It is our 
responsibility, through exhibitions and programs, to make the major trends in 
modern art and the latest in new artistic ideas accessible to the community." 
The Museum's exhibition schedule reflects the diversity and richness of 
American art since 1900. Offerings have ranged from the works of nationally 
known artists like Charles Hinnman, Dan Flavin, and Nancy Holt to those of 
significant artists from this region like Melissa Miller, Frank Armstrong and 
Jim Tapley. 
Some of the more challenging recent exhibitions include a retrospective of the 
work of the late Robert Smithson, which was the U.S. State Department's 
entry in the important 1982 Venice Biennale, and "Christo: Urban Projects 
Survey," an exhibition in 1979 that generated the greatest excitement in the 
Museum's history. 
Miller says that even viewers who did not like Christo's work responded to it, 
and that's what is important. "The worst thing is no reaction," he said. "It's a 
challenge to provide our visitors the opportunity to understand recent art, and 
any reaction at all means they have been affected." 
As Austin's most broadly-based arts organization, Laguna Gloria Art Museum 
receives 21% of its more than $750,000 for the fiscal year 82/83 budget from 
the City of Austin through the "Labor Bill," which allows money from a city's 
hotel-motel tax to be put back into the city's cultural activities. Laguna 
Gloria's Art Museum's support comes from the City of Austin, plus the annual 
Fiesta, private and corporate contributions, other government grants, and its 
members. 
The Museum is one of the few American museums that still has free general 
admission to its exhibitions," Miller states. Last year, some 80,000 visitors 
viewed the continually changing exhibitions, participated in programs, or 
enrolled in art classes. 
The Museum School offers classes year round for some 1,300 students. One of 
only two museum-associated schools in Texas, its major goal is to provide 
quality art instruction, with regard to both technique and concepts. Courses 
are noncredit, and classes are geared to persons of all ages and backgrounds. 
Because classes are small, 8 to 12 students, instruction is personalized. 





On the third weekend in May every year, more than 40,000 Austinites and 
visitors flock to the Museum and its grounds for Fiesta, the annual fund-raiser 
presented by the Women's Art Guild. Thousands of volunteers transform the 
Museum grounds into a festive marketplace where artists and craftsmen from 
around the country display and sell their work. This weekend event of art, 
music, food, and entertainment is one of Texas' oldest, largest and most 
popular art fairs. The 1983 Fiesta is scheduled for May 21-22. 
As a successful, medium-sized museum, Laguna Gloria Art Museum has 
realistic plans for its future, including expansion of facilities and programs. 
Groundbreaking for a new art school took place on August 21, 1982. Austin 
Mayor Carole McClellan joined Museum Director Laurence Miller, Museum 
School Director Judith Sims and Friends of the Museum School Chairman Brian 
Greig in turning the first spade of earth for construction of the new Museum 
School facilities. More than a hundred supporters and contributors turned out 
for the ceremony and celebration on the Museum grounds, the first step in 
getting construction of the new Museum School underway. 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum has always been committed to the goal of 
community accessibility. The Board of Trustees is exploring an opportunity to 
make the Museum even more accessible with an additional location in 
downtown Austin. Since November, 1981, the Trustees and staff of Laguna 
Gloria Art Museum considered the possibility of transforming the old Davis 
Hardware building into the Museum downtown. Prompted by the generous 
offer of an option on the property from the Trammell Crow Company's Austin 
Partner Sandy Gottesman, the Museum began an extensive study of the 
possibilities which the project presented. 
A grant from the Heritage Society of Austin and matched by the Trammell 
Crow Company provided funds for a preliminary space study of the historic 
structures. During the past year the Museum has carefully considered exterior 
and interior architectural considerations; along with the current tax implica­
tions and impact for private investors; initial funding requirements for 
renovation; and projected operating expenses for the 58,000 square foot space. 
Based on this research it was determined that the projected operating cost 
exceed the Museum's present and projected ability to finance. Then Board 
President Lowell Lebermann announced at the August 25 Board of Trustees 
meeting that the Museum had regretfully declined Trammell Crow Company's 
generous option on the building. This announcement was made with deep 
appreciation of the magnanimous efforts of Sandy Gottesman and in recogni­
tion of this exemplary spirit of cooperation and support of the arts. Leber­
mann maintains "This study has brought the Museum closer to its. goal of a 
Museum downtown and Trammell Crow CompanyJs offer to assist the Museum 
in securing a downtown location has laid the cornerstone for future expansion. 
Although this option did not prove feasible, this in no way diminishes, in fact 
escalates, the Museum's commitment to the pursuit of a downtown site." 
The possibility is very real that Laguna Gloria Art Museum may become a 




they want. It can become an exciting people place on the avenue, or an asset 
to the Capital City's historic district. What is needed to make the dream 
come true is a combination of support from the public, the business commu­
nity, and the City of Austin. 
"Laguna Gloria Art Museum is working to insure that art is accessible, 
understandable, and enjoyable to everyone," Miller explains. 
Miller sees the Museum as "one of the last places in contemporary society 
where the general public can engage in dialogue with quality works of art that 
have the potential to affect the soul or mind." He calls it "a free education by 
choice," adding that Museum personnel and volunteers are there to help the 
dialogue take place between viewers and art works. 
The Museum regularly schedules films, dance, and musical performances that 
are open to the public along with the art exhibitions. The idyllic grounds are a 
perfect backdrop for entertainments, especially in the spring and summer 
when trees, shrubs, and flowers add even more color and beauty to the 
''heavenly lagoon." 
Visitors to Laguna Gloria Art Museum can thank the late Clara Driscoll for 
building her dream house on this spot and for envisioning it as an art museum. 
And, they can thank Laguna Gloria Art Museum for dedicating this space to 
stimUlating exhibits of American Art since 1900. 
History taken in part from an article written by Bette Oliver and Francine 
Carraro for Texas Highways, May, 1982. 
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The Finance Committee shall consist of five members. The chairman shall be 
the Vice President of Finance. 
The Finance Committee shall have general responsibilities for establishing the 
fiscal policies of the corporation. It shall be accountable to the Board of 
Trustees for monies, securities and other investments to the corporation and 
shall have full authority to invest and reinvest same. Proper standards of 
accounting and auditing shall be established by the Committee. An examina­
tion of staff salaries and benefits shall be made by the Committee annually, in 
connection with its work on the annual operating budget. 
The Finance Com mittee shall review the budget as submitted by the director 
and with the director and staff shall revise it as may be necessary before 
sUbmitting it to the Board of Trustees for adoption. The proposed budget shall 
be submitted to the Board of Trustees not later than the next to last board 
meeting before the end of the fiscal year. (LGAM fiscal year is from 
September 1 to August 31.) 
The Finance Committee shall review the financial condition of the Museum 
monthly and shall quarterly revise, if necessary, the annual budget upon the 
recommendation of the director. At least semi-annually, it shall submit its 
revisions to the Executive Committee and the Board of Trustees will review 
the current year's budget and any revisions thereto. 
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
The Development Committee shall, with appropriate staff, formulate policy 
relating to solicitation of membership annual operating funds, and long-term 
funds for endowment and capital purposes: The Committee, the Director and 
support staff, shall be responsible for designing the Museum's programs for 
raising funds from corporations, foundations, and major individual contribu­
tors. It shall enlist the support of all board me mbers in this effort. 
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FACILITIES AND GROUNDS COMMITTEE
 
The Facilities and Grounds Committee, in cooperation with the Director and 
appropriate staff, shall advise the Board as to preservation, maintenance, 
expansion and use of the building and grounds properties. Museum properties 
include all present and future equipment, fixtures, and physical properties. 
The Com mittee's activities shall be accomplished within the limitations of the 
budget and consistent with policies of the Board. 
EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
The Education Committee shall, with appropriate staff, formulate policy 
relating to the educational goals and needs of the Museum and the Museum 
School in relation to the community it serves. The Vice-President of 
Education may appoint, with the advice and consent of the President, such 
sub-committees as may be necessary and shall report regularly to the 
Executive Committee and the Board of Trustees on the educational activities 
of the Museum. The Committee shall periodically analyze and evaluate the 
educational programs to identify education needs (demands) and develop plans 
for art and education. 
COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS 
The Community and Governmental Affairs Committee shall, with appropriate 
staff, formulate policy relating to pUblicizing the purposes, programs, services 
and activities of the Museum to its members and to the community and shall 
serve as liaison to the various government entities whose activities affect the 
Museum. The principal duties are to develop policy as it relates to pUblic 
information, pUblic relations, advocacy efforts toward law and legislation 
which affect museums and contact with appropriate community and govern­
ment leaders. 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
The Nominating Committee is responsible for presenting a slate of members 
and officers to the Board of Trustees for election. The principal duties are to 
consider members for the Board of Trustees for election. The principal duties 
iOO 
are to consider members for the Board of Trustees and, with the Director, 
inform potential board members of their responsibilities prior to their inclu­
sion on a slate for membership; nominate persons to fill vacancies caused by 
absence, resignation or death of members of Board of Trustees throughout the 
fiscal year; and orienta tion of all new Trustees. 
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Hughes, Robert - The Shock of the New, Knopf, New York, 1981. 
Mayer, Karl E. - The Art Museum, William Morrow and Company, New 
York, 1979. 
Rose, Barbara - American Art Since 1900, Praeger, New York, 1975. 
Alan D. Ullberg, with Patricia Ullberg - Museum Trusteeship, American 
Association of Museums, Washington, D.C., 1981 
REPRINTS 
Brown, Richard F. lICan Policy and Management Be Happily Married in the
 
Arts?lI, AAM Conference, New Orleans, 1975.
 




(Reprints available from the Museum)
 
PERIODICALS 
ARTFORUM, P.O. Box 980, Farmingdale, New York 11737 
ART IN AMERICA, 542 Pacific Avenue, Marion, Ohio 43302 
MUSEUM NEWS. American Association of Museums, 1055 Thomas 
Jefferson street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20007 
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Laguna Gloria Membership Analysis 
Member Or igin by Travis County ZIP Codes 
Memb e r 0 rig i n 
III Prio r i IY (50% 0rig in) 
~ Prj rna ry (80% 0rig in) 
r2l Secondary (90% Origin) 
[LJ Terliary 
m,le,t	 e. Io	 0 I I c:::::=:::J ~ ,k / PC"AP Sy,lem,t "" , omo 0 IDe c I ~ I 0 
HO'lon 7000 n 619-942­





B. Io 0 I 
c:==::J~I PCMAP 10m.~I 
, ome r k / . ~ ion S y , n . nol D~cl 








Laguna Gloria M~rship Analysis • Sorted by Frequency 
M~rsh i p Frequency and Dues by ZIP Code 
'.. ( , , 
\' -- .,' .' ZIP Code Total Dues
 
ZIP Code Location Frequency X CLmTl. " Designation I Amount
 
~==~;;=======%=================== ==========================================~=z========= ======= 
78703 AUSTIN, lX 
78731 AUSTIN, TX 
78746 AUSTIN, TX 
78759 AUST1N, TX 
78704 AUSTIN, TX 
78701 AUSTIN, TX 
78705 AUSTIN, TX 
78750 AUSTIN, TX 
78734 AUSTIN, TX 
78757 AUSTIN, TX 
78745 AUSTIN, TX 
78758 AUSTIN, TX 
78756 AUSTIN, TX 
78727 AUSTIN, TX 
78733 AUSTIN, TX 
78751 AUSTIN, TX 
78723 AUSTIN, TX 
78753 AUSTIN, TX 
78749 AUSTIN, TX 
78763 Outside Travis 
78729 Outside Travis 
78767 Outside Travis 
78747 AUSTIN, TX 
78730 AUSTIN, TX 
78752 AUSTIN, TX 
78735 AUSTIN, TX 
78728 Outside Travis 
78722 AUSTIN, TX 
78741 AUSTIN, TX 
78748 AUSTIN, TX 
78681 ROUND ROCK, TX 
78768 Outside Travis 
78736 AUSTIN, TX 
787"" AUSTIN, TX 
78755 Outside Travis 
78737 AUSTIN, TX 
78702 AUSTIN, TX 
78739 AUSTIN, TX 
78716 AUSTIN, TX 
78754 AUSTIN, TX 
78620 DRIPPING SPRINGS, 
78652 MANCHACA, TX 
78725 AUSTIN, TX 
78732 AUSTIN, TX 
78645 LEANDER, TX 
78724 AUSTIN, TX 
78738 AUSTIN, TX 
78617 DEL VALLE, TX 
78653 MANOR, TX 
78660 PFLUGERVILLE, 
78721 AUSTIN, TX 
78726 AUSTIN, TX 
78742 AUSTIN, TX 
129 Others wI less than 10 
Total 
TX 
481 15.6X 15.6X Target S33,735 17.9~ 
473 15.3X 30.en Target S34,200 18.1" 
360 l1.n 42.6" Target S22,920 12.1" 













96 3.1X 63.1X Pr ;mary $7,610 4.0X 
91 3.0X 66.0X Primary $3,965 2. 1~ 
60 1.9~ 68.0X Pr i mary S1.,300 2.3~ 
60 Len 69.en Primary S2,675 1.4Y. 
59 1.9''' 71.8X Primary S2,220 1.2~ 
59 1.9" 73.8X Primary $2,030 1. 1" 













35 1.1X 78.9" Primary $2,045 1.1" 
33 1.1" 80.0X Primary Sl,n5 0.9''' 
31 LOX 81.0" Secondary $1,340 o.n 
28 o.en 81.9" Secondary $950 0.5X 
27 o.en 82.8X Secondary $2,070 1. lX 
26 0.8X 83.6X Secondary $890 0.5" 
25 0.8X 84.4~ Secondary $1,545 0.1lY. 
21 o.n 85.1" Secondary $585 0.3~ 
20 0.6" 85.8" Secondary $765 0.4" 
20 0.6~ 86.4" Secondary $615 0.3" 





































10 0.3" 90.2X Secondary 1390 0.2X 
10 0.3" 90.6" Secondary 1365 0.2Y. 
10 0.3:4 90.9X Secondary $385 0.2Y. 
8 0.3i. 91.1" Tertiary $255 0.1" 
7 0.2:4 91.4X Tertiary $215 O.lX 
7 0.2i. 91.6~ Tertiary S260 0.1 Y. 

























































2 0.1" 92.9''' Tertiary $25 O.DY. 

















CW1l-'AH'{ U: 1 05-09-1989 
VISION AREA PROFILE REPORT 






VISION Profile SITE: 
COORD: 00:00.00 00:00.00 
TOTALS HSLD 
----------- 1988 ----------- BASE HSLD 
DESCRIPTION (SHORT) HSHLDS. PCT. POPULo PCT. PCT. INDEX 
SU 1 SUBURBAN GENTRY 862 0.4 2252 0.4 0.6 62 
SU 2 NOUVEAU RICHE 10905 4.8 32115 5.6 1.1 441 
SU 3 TUITION & BRACES 2067 0.9 4928 0.9 1.3 72 
SU SUBURBAN WEALTHY 13834 6.1 39295 6.8 3.0 205 
UU 4 URBAN GENTRY 250 0.1 700 0.1 0.9 12 
UU 5 YOUNG URBAN PROFESSIONAL 1314 0.6 2439 0.4 1.3 45 
UU 6 CONDOS & PALMS 235 0.1 291 0.1 0.6 17 
UU URBAN AFFLUENCE 1799 0.8 3430 0.6 2.8 29 
SH 7 SUBURBAN UP & COMERS 7007 3.1 21425 3.7 1.7 181 
SH 8 HI TECH FRONTIERS 17537 7.8 49656 8.6 2.3 340 
SH 9 THE GOOD LIFE 743 0.3 1607 0.3 0.7 49 
SH 10 COMFORTABLE SUBURBANITES 2848 1.3 7484 1.3 2.2 57 
SH 11 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER 4555 2.0 11127 1.9 1.9 106 
SH 12 A GOOD START 13352 5.9 32915 5.7 2.0 290 
SH SUBURBAN AFFLUENCE 46042 20.4 124214 21.6 10.9 188 
SM 13 LITTLE LEAGUE & BARBEQUE 7621 3.4 22037 3.8 4.1 82 
SM 14 BABY BOOM AGAIN 30488 13.5 90651 15.8 3.1 433 
SM 15 INDUSTRIAL UPPER DECK 659 0.3 1694 0.3 4.1 7 
SM 16 PORCH SWINGS & APPLE PIE 4360 1.9 9012 1.6 3.1 63 
SM 17 CARPORTS & KIDS 11174 5.0 27811 4.8 3.8 130 
SM 18 DECLINING SUBURBIA 5058 2.2 11370 2.0 3.9 58 
SM 19 ETHNIC INDUSTRIAL o 0.0 o 0.0 1.0 o 
SM SUBURBAN MIDDLE CLASS 59360 26.3 162575 28.3 23.1 114 
UM 20 BROWNSTONES & WHITESTEPS 21 0.0 57 0.0 3.3 o 
UM 21 BLACK MIDDLE CLASS 3439 1.5 11289 2.0 2.3 66 
UM 22 HI RISE BLUES o 0.0 o 0.0 1.0 o 
UM URBAN MIDDLE CLASS ·3460 1.5 11346 2.0 6.7 23 
TM 23 MAINSTREET, USA 5002 2.2 14027 2.4 5.7 39 
TM 24 TOWN & COUNTRY 1349 0.6 3056 0.5 3.4 18 
TM 25 HAMLETS & HARDHATS o 0.0 o 0.0 4.6 o 
TM 26 TOM SAWYERVILLE 2397 1.1 7299 1.3 4.9 22 
TM TOWN MIDDLE CLASS 8748 3.9 24382 4.2 18.6 21 
I 
I 
BASE DEFINITION STATE/COUNTY: UNITED STATES 
115 
COMPANY #: 1 
VISION AREA PROFILE REPORT 
05-09-1989 
BY NAT ION A L 
VISION Profile 













































RM RURAL MIDDLE CLASS 7821 ].5 20364 ].5 5.4 65 
SL ]0 YOUNG BEGINNERS 
SL ]1 YOUNG HISPANICS 

































METRO HISPANIC MIX 
URBAN MELTING POT 
BLACK URBAN FRINGE 














































































































BOOKS & BEER 
GI JOE 




















XX SPECIAL POPULATIONS 1908 0.8 17602 3.1 0.6 132 
TOTALS 225300 100.0 575357 100.0 100.0 100' 
BASE DEFINITION STATE/COUNTY: UNITED STATES 
SU 2
 





The "Nouveau Riche" market segment represents America's new 
found money. These are young, family oriented, suburban 
communities that are very affluent. They could be described as 
the "well-feathered nests" of the e1 ghti es. With above average 
concentrations of adults in the 35 to 59 year age range, this 
s e gm en t ran ks No. 2 i n v e r y h 1g h h0 use hold inc0me ( 0 v e r 
$50,000). Nearly hal f of this segment al so report high incomes 
($25,000 $50,000). Predominantly white, over 80% work in 
either managerial/professional or technical/sales occupations. 
Over 92% are hom e ow ne r s , ran kin g them No. 1 ( a 1 0 ng wit h 
"Suburban Gentry") in this category. Theirs is expensive newer 
h.ousing, with 80% of all housing units built after 1960. 
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 
This s e gm e ntis 95% whit e • Abo v e a v era ge con c e nt rat ion s 0 f 
adults are evident in age groups 35 to 39 (9%), 40 to 49 (17%), 
and 50 to 59 (}.3%). The percentage of "Nouveau Riche" teenagers 
nationally ranks this segment No.3 at 15%. There are also 
above average concentrati ons of chil dren 5 - 11 years 01 d (13%). 
The average household size of 3.32 reflects a predominance of 
3-to-4 person househol ds (47%). Eastern European ancestry is 
evident in 4% of households, 1.6 times the U.S. average. 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE 
Coll ege graduates represent 43% of thi s segment, rank1 ng it No. 
4 in this category. Managerial and professional occupations 
account for 49% of the workforce, which is 2.2 times the 
national average., Technical and sal es occupations are sl ightly 
abo v e av era geat 3 3%• Near1yon e - t h ; r d (3 2%) 0 f the h0 use hold s 
have very high incomes ($50,000 +), which is 7 times the 
national average (ranks No.2 in very high income). Another 46% 
earn high incomes of $25,000 to S50,000. 
117 
HOUSING PROFILE 
Thesea r e new ne 1 gh b0 rho 0 ds wit h 7 9% 0 f the res 1 de nee s bu 11 t 
since 1960. Just over 92% of the households are owner-occupied, 
which ranks it No.1 (along with "Suburban Gentry") in this 
category. Property val ues are well above the national average, 
with 60% in the mid-high range of $80,000 to $150,000 (ranking 
them No. 1 i nth 1 sea t ego r y ) and 23% 1nthever y h1 gh ran ge 
($150,000 +). The "Nouveau Riche" are 7 times more likely to 
own a very high valued home and 4.2 times more likely to own a 
mid - h1gh val ue d hom e t han the av era ge U. S. h0 use hold. 
LOCATION 
This s e gm entis 83% u r ban. Con c en t rat ion s are f 0 un din A1 ask a 
(4% of the state's population); Connecticut and New Jersey (3% 
e ac h ); and Mar y 1 and (2%). Ge nera1 1 y , they are not pre sen tin 
the South or throughout the Great Plains states. 
Thi s market segment represents 1.05% of all U. S. househol ds. 
KEY DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
U. S. MKT SEGMENT 
VARIABLE AVERAGE AVERAGE INDEX 
% Age 12 to 17 10.36 15.01 145 
(If 
ID Age 35 to 39 5.66 9.24 163 
% Age 40 to 49 10.69 16.68 156 
% High Education 14.41 42.90 298 
% Manageri al and 
Professional 22.69 48.79 215 
% Very High Income 4 .59 31.64 689 
% Owner 64.43 92.10 142 
% Very High Property 
Val ue 3.24 22.93 708 
% Mid - High Property 
Val ue 14.18 59.59 420 
% High Rent 16.30 55.76 342 
% Housing Built from 
1960 to 1974 32.77 52.84 161 
% Housi ng Bul1 t 







YOUNG FAMILIES, HIGH INCOME, NEW SUBURBS,
 
MANY IN THE WEST AND SOUTHWEST
 
SUMMARY PROFILE 
The "High Tech Frontiers" segment introduces the household of 
the future. Ranked No. 1 in percent of heads of househol d age 
30 to 34, these are famil ies of the new high tech era. They 
work and 1 ive near the new high technology centers in the 
country, are well educated and career conscious. This segment 
works primarily in high-income managerial/professional or 
technical/sales occupations. Because of their higher household 
earnings, most are homeowners (88%). In fact, they own the 
greatest percentage of homes built since 1974. The property 
value of these homes is generally between $80,000 and $150,000. 
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 
This segment has nearly double the U.S. average of heads of 
h0 use hold age 3 0 to 3 4 yea r sol d (r a nkin g them No. 1 i nth i s 
category). There are sl ightly above average concentrations in 
the 25 to 29, 35 to 39, and 40 to 49 year old age groups. 
Predominantly white (92%),50% live in 3-to-4 person households, 
and have an above average percentage of chil dren. Teens are 
also slightly above average. The average household size is 3.3 
persons, compared to the U. S. 













Nearly 30% of this segment have college degrees (twice the 
national average). Those households earning very high income 
($50,000 or more) are nearly twice the average at 9%, with 
another 55% making high household incomes of $25,000 to $50,000. 
High tech, white collar positions in managerial/professional and 










APpro x i mat ely 88% 0 f the h0 use hold sow n rat her t han r en t , wit h 
the majority of all households located in newly developed 
ne i g h b0 rho 0 ds ( 57%; ran k s No. 1 i n h om e s bu i 1 t sin c e 1 97 4) • 
Over 42% have mid-high property values of $80,000 to $150,000, 
whll e another 53% have 1 ow-to-mi d property val ues. Though 93% 
of all residences are single units, they are generally smaller 
and more expensive due to thei r 1 ocati on. 
LOCATION 
"High Tech Frontier" famll ies are 78% urban. Concentrations are 
in Alaska (19% of the state's population); Nevada and Colorado 
(7% each); Hawaii and Arizona (5% each); and Texas, Washington, 
Vi rgi ni a, Utah and New Hampshi re with 4% each. They al so repre­
sent 3% of Cal iforni a's popul ati on. 
Overall, th i s segment represents 1.99% of all U. S. househol ds. 
KEY DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
u. S. MKT SEGMENT 
yARIABLE AYERAGE AVERAGE INDEX 
% Age 5 to 11 10.56 15.10 143 
% Age 30 to 34 7 .75 14.30 184 
% 3-to-4 Person 
Household 32.77 49.48 151 
% High Education 14.41 29.80 207 
% Manageri al and 
Professi onal 22.69 35.97 159 
'" High I ncom e 24.38 54.50 22310 
% Owner 64.43 88.40 137 
% Mid-High 
Property Val ue 14.18 42.77 302 
% Built Since 1974 13 .14 57.00 433 



















"Bal Jeuness.... I plinlinc by PII_ lIIydltl. Is lmonc o••r 150 plintlnp, sculptures, ";oodcuts Ind 
P~OIDP1Iphscrelled Ihrouchout the ClrleR of fi•• plonoerinc bllld Amme.n Imsts. n.. worllslre on 
dlspllly.t tile L8J Ubnry tIlrouclt Feb. 26: ,.\... . " .. - .. ' •. ._ ._...•. _ ..._ .•. ,0 
Hiirlerrr Renaissa'.ice- :. 
.... ~.~~: .. ::~ ~~;: .~.~; .:'.~:.:: : : ~ ~ ~ ~.: ~~ . 
Land:iTIcirk'exhibition- OpenS' Jan.-14 l" ••••• -;-•..•.• '~' •••. -
Laguna Gloria Art Museum'- luminaries of the period from 
in association with the Lyndon the collection of the noted art 
Baines- Johnson Library and, patron Carl Van Vechten. 
Museum, announced recently "The exhibition strives to 
that "Harlem Renaissance: Art place Harlem Renaissance art­
of Black America," a landmark _. ists within a broad cultural con- . 
exbibition focusing. on. tbe text," thereby' iruiugui-ating a 
careers of five pioneering black critical. dialogue that incor-:' 
American artists. will open Jan.: porates the work of the artists 
14~ af ilie1.BJ Library and' into'wscussloris'ofllieait ilf the c. 
Museum, 2313 Red River. The . 1920s and 309," said DT. Mary 
exhibition, sponsored by Philip: Schmidt Campbell; fonner ex· 
Morris Companies, Inc. and ecutive director ior The Studio 
Miller Brewing Company, will Museum in Harlem and current 
be on view through Feb. 26. New York City Corrunissioner 
The exhibition includes more of Cultural Affairs. 
than 150 paintings. sculptures. Organized by The St udio 
woodcuts and photographs by Museum. the exhibition was co­
such artists as painters Aaron eurated by Campbell and Pro­
Douglas, William H. Johm;on fessor David Driskell, lecturer 
and Palmer Hayden. sculptor and past chairman of the 
Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller and department of art at the Univer· 
photographer James Van Der sity of Maryland. They were 
Zee. assisted by a National Advisory 
The works were created not Council of Scholars of Black 
only during the 1919 through American Culture. 
1929 years of the Harlem _ ."Philip Moms is pleased to 
Renaissance - a time, as bring 'Harlem Renaissance' to 
Langston Hughes noted; when Texas:" said Stephanie 
"Harlem was in vogue", - but French, director of cultural and 
also throughout the five artists' contributions programs, Philip 
careers. It will mark the fmrt Morris Companies. Inc. 
time that some of the photo- "Tens, by the nature of its 
graphs of James Van Der lee own diverse history, embraces 
will be displayed to the public. all aspects of American culture 
The exhibition will also and tradition. This exhibition 
feature photographs of black See HARLEM, paae 8 
...Harlem •. ­
Continued from palleS_:.... 
• ~~. .' •.•. -- ! 
highlights the rich' and' varied i
 
talents of the artists associated
 




The 200-page exhibition cata­
logue was published by Harry 
. N.· Abrams, Inc., New York. 
and funded by Philip Morris. It 
contains 140 illustrations. in­
cluding 55 color plates, many of 













, . _. - ~"'~. ... ~-
By Anne Morris 
The much-heralded Harlem 
Renaissance art exhibit cur' 
rently at the LBJ Library is sur­
prisingly small, but well worth a 
visit. 
Most of us know more about 
the literature than the paintings 
or photography of this period. 
Names like Langston Hughes 
and CoWltee Cullen and lora 
: Neale Hurston are familiar 
from anthologies. _ 
: Now this traveling exhibit of 
art from the same period - the 
/I 20s and 305 - and ~e same 
; place offers up lasung unages. 
L. .. Th~C!ccompanying brochur~ 
"The Dress She Wore Was Blue" . "Still Ute 1921·26" by William H. 
by Palmer H.yden Johnson 
says the exhibit features more striking pictures in the show, 
than 135 works by painters particularly those from his 
Aaron Douglas, William H. "geometric symbolist" period. 
Johnson and Palmer Harden; His painting, "The Creation." 
sculptor Meta Warrick Fuller which shows a stylized hand ex­
and photographer James Van tended to a silhouette of a per­
Der Zee. However, photo­ son in a field, is particularly 
graphs do much to inflate that memorable, as are the studies 
number. for his "Emperor Jones" series. 
Aaron Douglas, considered Palmer Hayden's paintings 
the leading painter of the have been criticized for 
Harlem Renaissance, has some perpetuating the stereotypical 
I
I view of blacks. "Home Sweet 
Home" with a fat woman at a 
.{ kitchen table and her skinny 
husband dishi.ng up his greens 
~ certairily doesthat, but it's also 
lively art. 
The one woman in the show, 
Meta Warrick Fuller, seems 
there by Deed for one, more. 
than by merit. Her very Rodin­1 
i esque sculptures appear utterly 
I derivative.i . 
. The photographs m the ex­
hibit are particularly haWlting. 
James Van Der Zee offered 
Harlem at its best in beautifully 
executed portraits of wedding 
couples and individuals, often 
with elaborate background. 
•• -1_"' _.,.: ...:~\·._L~·.-:"~ Their faces will follow you 
home. 
Photographs by Carl Van 
Vechten of principal movers in 
the Harlem Renaissance rOWld 
out the exhibit. 
If you have not yet seen this 
exhibit, trY to go. It should not 
be left only to busloads of 
school children. The rest of us 
can learn from it, too. The ex­
hibit runs through Feb. 26 and 
is free. 
E4 "'u.lln "'morlcan-Stolumon F,lday. Januory 21. 198Q 
La~a .Gloria·iP9~d!mel11bers/worl( to. expalld Black interest
 
"!.'liliJml w. had m.mb."hip. 
and acusa 10 Lo,una Glori<> Atu..· 
um be'o,. Bloclu wtr. allow<d 10 '0 
to lh. public or ".,. librariu." 
- Ada Andillon 
Th. board of IN.I.....taf( Ind 
'''"porl.'' of La",na G10ril Art 
"Iu••um are b..~in, in thl ,low of 
the limuhaneoul lucen. of two 
BI.c~ uhibiu, K.nnil Oliver IDd 
"lIarl.m Renaillanc.: Art of Black 
Americl." R.c.ntly the four Black 
m.mb.,. of the board '01 loe.lh., 
10 di.cu.. illue. vitall<:l the .ucc••• 
or the multum. 
All four wom.n have I number of 
chincterislici in common; mOlt 
nOlobly, Ih.y .hlll Ihl childbood 
clpcrienct of hlvinJ Ieee.. to !DU­
••um•. ,.Ueri.. and other cullural 
,clivilie•. Th.y b.v••Iron, .ducI­
tion.l backerounda .nd have IlIv­
• I.d ulenaiv.ly .nd .hor. I .lrOD, 
• nd p...ionate commilmenllo La· 
JUn. Gloril, . 
Ada And."on ia I fourth·e.D.r. 
• Iion Au.linite. Her roote reacb 
d••p into Ihe inn.r ",orkin,. of the 
cily'. communilY Ind .ocill (abric. 
She 'Iron~ly ....rta Ih. need (or 
Bllc~ .upport for La"'DI Gloril. 
'·BI.c~ p.opl. mU'1 .cc.pt Ih. 
opportunily La up.ri.nci hi,b­
Qualily Irt," ah. lIid. '.' 
"Tb. complaint that' L.",nl 
Gtoria il an 'tHati.I' orlaniution i. 
In ucuse .om. people u•• 10 Ivoid 
m.~in, the effort La UPOll th.m· 
•elv.. Ind th.ir children to I bro.d 
blc~,round of cuitulli up.ri.nc., 
Conl.Qu.nlly, tho•• childr.D can· 
DOl compete on the IIml I.vel .. 
childr.n who b.v•. b.en upo••d. 
At Ih••am. tim., ",hite. ahould 
ta~. Id"antaee of other cultur.. or 
Ih.y moy .nd up beli.vine th.y 
cr.ated civili..lion and fine art." 
And.raon hll a mo.ter'. d.Il" 
in .ducalional p.ycholoi)' and h.. 
a.rved un Laeuna Gloria'. board 
for almo.1 12 y."•. She notea the 
..rne.1 .fforta of all lb. tN.I... 10 
all IIcl peopl. o( color to plrlici· 
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. I" ic J 
,~rl' 
"Ev.ry y.ar w. try 10 ICQuir.lh• 
b.ot ..I,ibiu IVlilabl•. A fair "er- , 
c.nla~e of Ihe arli.1I are Bloc~. 
}li."allic Ind A.ian, . La",na 
Gluria w•• in.lrum.nlal in launch- I 
in~ Ih. c.reer of Am.du Pena and 
i. luu~ill~ furward 10 duine Ihe 
klnt: fur ulht:r .rtisU ... we: are 
invul"cd in .en!tililio8 and ruiaine 
Ih. ow.rell"S of II.e bu.rd 10 Ih. 
net:d~ olthe community." 
Th. incr....d .nrollm.nl of 
BI.ch on th. m.mber.hi" rull; of 
tht: lOubUt:01 ii. dirt:ct re~uh or An­
,1.:hon'lI per.ondl t:Cfurli. 
Thr.e of Ih. four Block board 
members have a VOle. Ind all are 
invuh'cd in fUIIJ·nd~in~. prutfdrfl­
will" ideall _IUd puLlic rclutioll::l. 
Th.y ••e Iheir pusition. on Ihe 
ouurJ oC lrulih:t:I ... b meaot 10 in­
Crt:El,de communit)' rd.rticip81ion in 
Ih••n •. They are -"guna Glurio'. 
vi,.llillk to Ih. Block community. 
Arioo Rice-Houston. a pl.note 
in Guv. "I.rk Whi,e's admini."o· 
l'un, iti vil#lty invulvcd in puLJic­
rd'HilJlld 8t.:livitin (ur l.~b'1.Jnta 
Gloril. 
"Harlem Reneiuance is rectiy· 
inK I wonderful re.pon.e from Ihe 
community." .he laid. "It WIll • 
Irem.ndous amount of wor~. but 
.verybody pull.d 10g.lh.r, Ind ,he 
openine r.ceplion WI8 I er..1 
lucee... 
"My prim.ry inlereal i. Ih.llhi. 
muaeUrD continue to provide an en· 
vironment that welcomu every· 
on•. Art ill luch In importani p.rt 
of lif•. W. ne.d 10 do mor•• bUI La· 
guna Gloria ia ml~ine a real effort 
to reach out to Austin .8&1 of 1·35, 
On. way wo can do Ihol i. 10 coor­





Th. downtown flcilily, wh.n w. 
finilly move Ih., •. will do I 101 10 
involve more o( the community in 
the dly·. mu.eum•. bUI .om.lim.. 
we limit ountlve•." 
Oliv. Graham i. In n·oflicio 
member of Ihe bOlrd of IN.I •••. 
A••uch. Ihe doe. nol hlv. I vol. 
but il more involved in program· 
ming, She i. on Ihe board .. I r.p­
r...nlolive of th. Black civic 
eroup, Ih. Lill~'. 
"Harlem . Renainance would 
hive be.n Ih. d.bul uhibil ot Ih• 
n.w downlown f.cili'y if Ihing• 
hid ,on. a. pllnned," .h...id, 
"W. di.covered Ih.t LBJ i. I per­
feel locI lion for Ih. uhibiL h'• 
Icc... ibl. l<:l Ilmo.1 everyon.,· 
Grahom I. the producer of Fo­
rum, In iuuel·orienled, nAtionally 
.yndicII.d radio program Ihll aira 
on KUT·FM. She 11.0 .erv.. on 
the board of th. Bllc~ Art. AIli­
anc., lI.r or.a of uperti.. i. Block 
film •. Ind .h. wor~ed c1oa.ly wilh 
Judilh Sima (arl·.chool dir.clo, 
and curalor of video and film) l<:l 
pr...nt Ihl Harl.m R.nli...nc. 
film .eri•• on F.b. 2 Ind 9. 
Graham i. ewar. of Ihe percep­
lion of w.llih Ih.t eurround. Ihe 
mUiCUffi. 
"All hough Laguna Gloria ge" I 
perc.ntage of cilY orlS funding. irs 
nolo lot of mon.y, The .conomy 
h.. hil u. hord os il h.. mony olh· 
era .. _we have to pay close allen­
tion to the conununilY'. needs, 
wh.lh.r th.y be cull ural, polilicol. 
locial, economic or otheN·.se. Iu 
Ihat no one ~eto shortchanged." 
Perhaps the mcJst'important role 
(or tht'le (uur woanen is in the area 
of educa'ion. AI leu, ,h.,'. "'hal 
Oorolh.o Brown, vice presidenl for 
education, laid. 
"Children wlio ore not e.po.ed 
10 IIrt are II a definite disadvantl,e 
when it comes to educationaltes.... 
Th. achools are nol empho.izing 
cullurallrt •. so il i. up 10 all the art 
orKaniulions 10 Lroeden Iheir cui· 
tural txveritnCel." 
Brown, who i. port owner of I 
n.lionll educationll consulling 
firm, hOI I doctorole in .ducltional 
administration and urLan Itudiel 
end h.. "udied art hislory all over 
Iii. world. II., Iclivili.. wilh Lo· 
JUna Gloria allow her 10 incr.... 
Ihe involvemenl of educa'ionll in· 
.titulionJ with Ih. museum. 
"Wh.n w. vol.d On Ih. bond to 
build I downtown locllion. Ih....1 
.id. ruponded aa fevorobly aa the 
w••1 .ide,'· .he aaid. "Y.lra Igo w. 
brouglillh. wor~s of Gordon Pllk. 
Ind Juhn Bi~ge,. 10 Ihe mu••um, 
ond the Wock community reapond· 
.d .nlhu.i..licolly, .. it h.. 10 Ih. 
'hrlem Renoi...nc. uhibiL 
"You have In b. nn Ih. in.ide 10 
mo~e d.ci.;on.....h. nOled. "lnOu· 
.nee cen be u.n.d from Ih. oul· 
lide and i, neceBlery Ind vllulble, 
hullo mlk. Ih. deci.inns you hav. 
In b. on Ih. imid•. You cln'l mlk. 
d.mlnd. unl... you're willing 10 
ret invulved." 
It is Apparent from I he rupect 
accorded ,he four boord m.mb.,. 
hy Iheir p.era Ih.1 Iheir .ugee.· 
tion' are lerioully considered. Ind 
in mo.t c.... implemenl.d. Th.y 
.och f..l,hll .. much o. Ihe mu.e· 
um i. duin~ to r..ch out to the 101.1 
community - "I don't knuw o( Iny 
nrgoniulilln Ih.1 work. horrl., 10 
be ••",iliv. 10 the n.ed. of Ihe 
conlmunily," Andenon Illid ­
mOre can Le done. 
"If .... ar. cool. we n••d 10 b. 
Wllrmer. H we're Wlrm, we need to 
eet hOI." Scoll-lIou.ton .. id, 
Brown Idded, "Lo",nl Glori. 
leems a ertlt dislance comin, 
from ...1of 1-35. bUI it io nol fll 10 
com. for the .nrichment, enjny­
men', tnhanctment and tducltiun 
tho' Ih. mu••um off.,.." 
Alllh.y wlnl.lh. fOllr ladi.. "Y. 
i. a museum worthy of Ih. city••n­

















tiM 9 1989 
l"Works by women artists to" 
:
t' be displayed at museum 
4- b { 
AUSTIN· Works by fifty-one 
women artists will be on view 
at L.aguna Gloria Art Museum 
fom March 18 through Ap711 
30. A public reception Thurs­
day, March 23 from 6:30-8:30 
p.m., will feature a preview 
tour by Patricia Meadows at 6 
p.m. 
Meadows, who resides in 
Dallas, invited state museum 
and gallery curators to select 
artists for TEXAS WOMEN, 
which opened in December 
1988 at The National Museum 
of Women in the Arts in 
Washington, D.C. Laguna 
Gloria Art Museum will be its 
! only Texas venue. 
i TEXAS WOMEN highlights 
I .... 
original work in a wide range 
of media·-painting, sculpture, 
photography and jewelry-.and 
represents the strength and 
diversity found in the arts in 
Texas. The varying styles pro· 
vide a cross-section of work be· 
ing done by contemporary ar­
tists not only in the state, but 
across the nation. 
The Laguna Gloria Art 
Museum is located at 3809 
West 35th Street in Austin. 
Docents give gallery talks 
every Sunday at 2 p.m.; group 
tours are during thp week by 
reservation. Gallery hours: 
Tuesday.Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Thursday, 10 a.m. to 9 





Feb. 25-~prll 23 - Contempo­
rary Graphics From the Perma­
nent Collection, Ransom Center 
March 1-Aprll 17 - Austin Com­
edy Artl Society Exhibition, Kerby 
Lane Cal\} 
March 8-31 - The Sculpture 
Event 01 the 1989 International 
Women's Day Festival, Temple­
Inland Building 
March 9-18 - Prints by Jeanette 
Pasln Sloan, Patrick Gallery 
March 9-31 - Women of Cons­
cience exhibition, Acme Art 
Gallery 
March 11 - Spring Art Show 
and Sale, Dougherty Cullural Arts 
Center 
March 18-Aprll 30 - "Texas 
Women" exhibition, Laguna Glo­
ria Art Museum 
March 24-Aprll 23 - Annual 
Student Exhibition, Art Building, 
UT 
March 31·May 21 - Monarchy,. 
Revolution and Empire: French 
Prinls and Drawings 1750-1850. 
Ransom Cenler 
March 31·June 2 - Art exhibit 
by Sharon Rueter, Nellie Lee 
Benson Latin American Collec­
tion, UT 
April - New work by artist Phil­
lip Wade, Patrick Gallery 
April 6 - Exhibit by Austin ar1ist 
'l 
Photo by V. Trocy Hicks 
The "Texas Women" exhibit, March 18-Apr1l30, will be at Laguna Gloria Museum.Ar­




March 10 - Reception for S.S. 
Burros, Cherokee artisl. Ger­
hardt's Art on the Square. 
l-ampasas 
March 17-19 - Spring Antique 
Show and Sale, Civic Center. 
New Braunfels 
March 18-19 - Spring Renais­
sence Fair, Malket Square. San 
Anlonio 
March 18 - Annual Spring Fling, 
Downtown Brenham 
March 18-April 1 - Spring Pre-
Regina Vater, Women & Their 
Work Gallery 
April 10-28 - Walerloo Water­
color Group's Spring Membership 
Show. "The Spirit 01 Watercolor," 
Soulhwestern Bell Telephone 
Company Auditorium 
view. Sylvia Dinsmore Studio/ 
Gallery, Wimberley 
March 18-April 2 - 19th Century 
Western Town, Old Magnolia. 
Palestine 
March 20-24 - Texas Coastal 
Bend Rally. Loners 01 America 
RV Club lor Singles, America Ad­
venlure Resorl. t~E 01 Rockport 
March 31-April 2 - Art in the 
Heart 01 Corpus Christi, Art Mu­
seum of South Texas, Corpus 
Christl 
April 1 - "Texes Glitter" Gala. 
Texas Wild Bunch Traditional Art 
Museum, Burnet 
April 1 - Olficial Texas Slate 
Championship Domino Tourna­
ment, Childress 
April 28·May 31 - Japanese 
Women Photographers: From the 
'50s to the '80s, RGK FoumJalion 
April 3D-May 21 - MFA Exhibi­
tion, Art Building, UT 
May - Painlings by Richard 

























May 6·June 4 - Texa~ Fine Arls 
Assoclaliofl's '·lew AlnU/iean Tal­
enl 1989. Lagune Gloria Arl 
Museum 
May 22-June 26 - Autobio­
graphy: In Her Own Image. Wom­ c 




April 1 - Marathon of the Great April 14-23 - Fiesta San An­ ~ 
Southwesl, Abilene lonio, Downtown San Anlonio C 
April 1-2 - Slarving Arlist Show, April 22 - Sun Run, San Gabriel 
River Walk. San Antonio Palk, Georgelown 
April 22 - 6th Annual Spring­April 1-2 and 8-9 - Annual 
fest, Messina Hot Vineyards, Bluebonnet Trail, [luchanan Oam, BryanLampasas. Marbltl Falls, Bnd 
llano May - "Texas CnIlOf;;," Ger­
April 2 and 9 - The All Group hardt's Art on 11111 Square, • 
LampasasExplores the Slate of the Blue­
~bonnet, Gerhardt's Art on the May 11- 14 - Tejano Conlunlo 
Square, Lampasas Festival, Guadalupe Cllllural Arts F IiCenter, San Anlonio April 8 - Yeslertest, Bastrop 
Clly Park on the Colorado nIver, May 13 - Spilng Merlindale Bastrop Show, Powntovill Martindale 
April 8-9 - Viva Botenlca, San May 27·28 - New Braunlels Art 
Anlonlo Botanit:al Gardens, San Leilguo Arts & Cralls Show, Civ­




Photo by Chris Caselli 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Artists' Collage .~::-
The 12 women artists featured in the exhibit "Texas Women" recently presented exhibition coor­
. dinator Patricia Meadows with a collage of memorabilia in recognition of her efforts. The show is 
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IIv Mnrk Smllh 
':1,,,,,,11111 10 It•• Am"'can·Slal'trnt" 
I" "AI Th. Edge," • n.lion.I, 
fllnJp£:1 il ive tlhibilion, Tel!u Fine 
'\fl5 A!socinlion h81 presented. 
t:.lll\"y of priola and drawings by 
PIHttRing and early-clreer artists. 
The GO works "'ere chostn Crom 
I h.1 ul 58~ U,S, .rli.t. by B.rry 
W"I!r.er, 8~s()ci8tt curetor of print. 
."d dr.wi,,~, .t th. Brooklyn Mu· 
!'eum flf Art. 
Civpn the limilftlinn to two me­
rl18, the 3how includes I lurpriainl 
arr«y fl( techniques, mattrial., 
-, >I., .nd ;il.', Although this 
nllll'h "uiely might hev! been can· 
fll~in,. it is in fact flhilaraHnl due 
In Ih. ~.n.,.lIy high qu.lity 01 the 
~nrk .nd Ih. thoughtful in.t.II.· 
Ii"n hy I..",n. Glori. Art Mu­
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'At tile Edge' reveals intinlate traces of the artist's hUllCl
 
AlIotl,", i,.tI. "AI Thp F:t1~." llHrr, n." if I1tnKit-nlly hIHlllllui".', 
rahlu ie 'he distinctinn Lei ..... ee" l!I L"th • haunli,,~ Ncgro .piritu.1 
Icnuinel)' srreeting elprusinniem Anrl sn Iri~h 'PlIor's plaintive 
and 8 trendy pnudo·expre!!ion, lament. 
i.m. ror in,lance, bolh Ollie Bin· Three o'hu ~tBndoUI~ arr: a pair .:iun's ch8rmingly innocent CarLlE'r 01 deeplv mystical .eri,raph-mon..Thtatrt and Reb.cca rriedman'. 
oprinl. by Cynthia N.rtoni" ."delightlully childlikt Summ.r dark but oin,;ng di,play 01 draft.·Clothn/int have 10 tim•• more r••1 m.n.hip hy Dick D."i.on, .nd lh. ' 
leeling P" pound than all 01 lour 
..qui,it. lheolol{ic.1 dnndlinc. 01 ,
olher very chic "N.o-e.prtttion· Tracy Ifarri. a. Sl_ AUl(U.line, . 
ial" pioce" .1.0 up.t.i,,_ (I'm lor·
 
ry. Bul il I lee ont mort Neo­ "At The Edge" is not. n..h-In· ,
 
o.pre••ioni.1 dog, ... !I Ihe-p.n Ihow. Allow )'ourlell,
 
W.lk....cludod lor the mo.I enouCh time 10 I.t il8(l.k in .Iowly_ . 
parl • Iype 01 10Il-con5Cioua. ao­ II will be worlh il_ Up,lairs il • : 
phomoric cleynnesl that is seen in .Iide .how 01 30 honor.ble men· 
much conlempor.ry ort, e,peci.lly lion., .everal 01 which, like K.lh­
in the conceplu.1 work 01 young.. erino Brimb..ry'. .nd fran 
.rtisll, Included .re piecea Ih.1 01· Murphy'., would h."e pl.y.d woll 
ler • lubller .nd more ironic wil. In Ihe .how. The e.hibilion conlin· 
Iiko Jerrery A, Whitaker'l gold· u...1 l.gun. Glori. Art Mu.~um, 
I..Ied fronl p.g. 01 Ih. !Vall Sirett 3809 W. 351h St., lhrongh M.rch 
Me.", lent·Iold carda slanding on a aquara lable, a prlsmacolor drawing, Journal, 12. Bolh an iIIu.lrlled c.I.log • II a commenlary on AIDS. (which inrlud.. a cogenl Juror'l 
ror ...mple, Ihe .ntire ..hibi­ Sevual worh In lhi...hibilion 
.talomenl by Walker) .nd • price li"n i, 1.I.gr.ph.d by the lir.l make Ihe trip to West Au.tin well p.rity wilh painting in recenl m.n ligure, Wh.l m.k.. lho dill.,­ Ii.l .rt .".i1.ble.IOOC', ••mall, untitled charco.1 ..orth il. One i. Eric Av.ry'. ye.ra, Bullh. kind 01 wildly .mbi· ence1 J.ck.on'l dr.wing i.drawing by Paul Man.. th.t rec.lI. powerlully unde"tated commen­ Thi. i•• hoi lime In Au.tin tor
tious color and Icale Ifen especially Visual arts prtciaion wilh gon.d., Ihe olhor •rlliunial AmtricI'1 "Don't Tread tary on Iholragedy 01 AIDS. an 01.­ print lo,·e,.. Thrnu~h Morch 6, lhein the .vant-g.rde print. 01 • lew II.,il. precilion lull 01 .c.demicnIl M." .nak•. Itl undent.ledn..a, g.nl but h••vily t..lured bl.ck. Tr.m AVlnt·C.arrie c.llery at 100\ 
year, 810 are Abun' because. 8!1 the pretension.it! !('nsitive but intense line, itl re­ But thit elhibition raiae. ieaufl .nd-while cul p.per piec., Blood W. 310l Sl., which Ip.ci.li... ln Ihe ' juror W.lk.. h., poinled out,ther.
• lizaliun 01 the rn.dium'l poton­ more import.nlth.n arli.lic l.ch· Th. difluence bel"een Ih..e Tur . prinll 01 ..ubli.hed inlern.tionali. currently a b.ck-to·b•• ica trond. Iial, .'·.n it. wil (th. t.il'. nology. ror ...mplo, the meny two luper-reeli,t drawin.s cannot E.p.ci.lly .rr.cl ing ore lWo .rti.tl, il .howin. John B.ld..· ,The cron-aecti"n 01 .rt in thiln1U\'fmfnt it indicatfd hy a tiny, .raphite drawing. poat' an in'erett· b••ccounled lor limply by the 1m· worka.by Pnugervill. arli.1 L.nce ..ri'. twe.k. 01 Muderniam, ,10' 
show gi .... f5 thtn ftn accurate picturel'Rrlol)n wiggle· line) recur through. Inc que.tion aboul hyper-rt.li,lIc plied violence 01 J.ckson'l emo· Lellcller, lVupin, An,.land Blar. .eph Ko,ulh'••Iudi•• 01 freud,01 tamer time. ill Ihe print .ndIlIlt the show. precilion: Why ia it Ihat lome 01 tion.1 lubJect. Thil i. irr.fuubly Trte_ Both .re ;nlu,.d "'ith • po.t· Sicmar Polk.'. gr.flililike phOIO­dr&wing studios.1.Iul oddly .nou,h il il tho let nl th.,e meliculoul renduinga grab demonstrated in rormer Auatinite ic melancholy.o .w.elthal ono can orr",ta, Ind Arnul( R.in.,'1 tortur· 
ril1Kfr ,mudlfB on ~Iaotl' drawing .nd hold our .llentiun whil. othors Bill Bury'l SliII Li/e lVilh Sha­ It.nd in Ironl 01 lh.m and h..r .l oua ,e/f·partraita,Other trend. sr. di".rnible;
 p8rticularly 8 certain technicel 80­
t h.1 .nnounc....h.l miCht b. con· leeye UI with. 1f10 whet" (eelinl? dow., Inlo "h.l .hould be, by .11 phistication. IlS h\ftny or the .rtilla
,iol..ed Ihe dnmin.nl themo 01 th. C.rl Jackson'l Craphite on p.per righta, .n ucruci.lingly Loring
u!Je leverel media or processel in~how - Irftcn or tht human hand. Dream L_ il el convincingly drawn lubjecl - while, unl·Iold card. 
one wlJrk. Aho. ,ume of the moreIJra,..inc. by delinition pUl u. clna­ ...ny photore.lilt work lhil re· llAnding uprighl nn • Iqu.re tabledifficuh and unllmili.r proc•••••
.r lo Ihe .rlist'. diroct touch lhan "ieWfl ha' Iyer leen. And yet, ilt covued wilh ...hite tableclolh ­
are represented. such II chine colle
"")' lither medium, II ilthil leduc· Iralm.nted bonel, gri.lle, tondon. Bury h.. br"lhed Iile, And in(in which. thin 'heel 01 damp p•.li\'e rhftrllcteri!tic, elonl with the end mUlcie. Ifern atill "'arm (rom Ipite 01 the au.tere limil.tionl he per i. bonded In • Ihicker, I.rg.,human !Calf. ""'hich ghfl the draw­ aome hideoul mammalian elplo­ hu impoaed upon Ihia priam.color
one using the pre!'sure or an etch·in~!' and to or;'g;nal print' such 8 lion, (Jack.on'l gutay drawing i. draWing - • p.l.lle 01 only lhreeing or Iithogr.p), pre,,), photocra.t1l1iqllt intimacy, In.talled milchievously ju.1 oppo· colors Ind dr.Ila,n.n·liko line. of
"lure (8n extremely complicatedThe int.o,ity 01 I.bor evidenl in .ile Aual inite John Knoll'. powu· only Ihrea ancl.. - Ihe piclur. vi·
elching prnc."l. .nd ca,t·p.perlIlany of the eahibition'l prints can ful, ro.rinc dec.pilalor, Lawn· br.l....ilh aen.u.lity_ It mighl
woodcu" (in which wet paper pulpht'lp C'1eriry consumers' frequent mowe' lVilh Fiue lIeaw. have been mechan;cal but ia in­ia poured into an inked woodblock lllorwlion or original print' and n· In contrutlo Jackaon'l, anolher alead rom.nlic, b.lh.d In the Ie·
.nd rtmovod wh.n dry).I'rod\Jrlivt printa. All or thellt art equ.lly prociae graph ita dr.wing· rone, morning light lhal com.. Another manile.tation nl thelIri)£inAI print!. hBvinl been pulled up.t.ir. i. completely Ii lei.." only Ihrough lhin curtain. on .n 
nne el e time in small numbers by lhough ita ."bj.cl ia an int.ct hu· open window. current int !!rest in craftsmanship i.
 demon.trated both by unuaual u.ea
Ih, artist·printer or artist and 
of materiels. euch al printinl onprinttr 00 a hand·operated presl, lired cI.y .nd dnwinc on ~'ooden ;'1Sinn the ilnlJtf58ionl are made bn.....nd hy une.pected lorml,hum a ,Illne, plat. or block th.l luch a, a retahlo made 01 etchinc.(errie! An imegt crtated specificel. 
and. 5Culptural book mad...I lith, " I~' fur Ihe printmakinR process, 
ncrarh.. ' t8t'h print is a "multiple orillnal." 
In ('tlntust. a reproductive print is 
I'huto·m.ch.nic.lly roproduced in I 
1"'Re quantiliee from a lingle origi· ,;

nal rreeled a5 a lelr·auHicient work
 
"I .rt. Since bUlh kinda 01 prinl, ,j'.,

("an h~ "!igned end numbered," thia
 
IllltHlion. cnntrary to popular LJe·
 






























I. Current Marketing Activities 
A.	 Press Releases 
1.	 Each exhibition (1 every 6-8 weeks) total of 500 sent 
2.	 Advance release of year-long schedule (750 sent) 
3.	 Territory (PBS series) (500 sent) 
4.	 "Sporting Day" targeted to society columns 
5.	 Announcing murals in east Austin - to local media 
6.	 Call for docents - local press 
7.	 Art School event s - 3 to 6 per year - local media, state 
institutions and other organizations 
8.	 Women , s Art Guild (WAG) events - about 4 per year - local 
media 
9.	 Texas Commission on the Arts - grant received - statewide 
media 
10.	 Fundraising Campaigns - Business Campaign, Annual Fund 
11.	 Hands Out to Children events 
12.	 New Museum fact sheet/Programs summary 
B.	 Public Service Announcements 
1.	 For exhibitions - run 1n advance and for duration of show 
2.	 Difficult to monitor (except for KVUE-TV) 
3.	 Total of 33 TV and radio stations 
c. Press Packets 
1. Usually limited to major exhibitions 
2. Vary in depth - depending on exhibition budget 
131 
D. Bi llboard 
1. For Mel Casas exhibit - located in east Austin 
E. Paid Advertisements 
1. Limited budget 
2. Most paid ads are in Austin American-Statesman 
3. Occasional free ads in Texas Monthly 
4. Thank-you ad for Business Council (donated) 




depth reportage and rev~ews 
Each exhibition and some community issues 
Austin American-Statesman 
Sometimes in others (e.g. Chronicle) 
(e.g. new museum) ­
G. Materials available at front desk (both locations) 
1. Art School schedule 
2. Preview 
3. "More than a Museum" brochure 
4. Current and upcoming exhibition flyers 
5. Current and upcom~ng exhibition postcards 
6. FIESTA ticket order form (spring only) 
7. FIESTA bumperstickers " " 
132.
 
H.	 Promotional items (complimentary and for sale) 
1.	 Museum T-shirts 
2. FIESTA T-shirts 
3. Tote Bags 
4.	 Exhibition posters (current and limited number of past) 
5.	 Postcards 
6. Coffee mugs 
7. LGAM membership decals for autos (discontinued '84) 
I.	 Public Speaking 
1.	 Scout Carr, Public Information Officer, gives occasional 
presentations to community groups 
2.	 Laurence Miller, Director, has appeared on local talk shows, 
Sertoma Club speaker 
3.	 Cheryl Easley, Volunteer Coordinator, regularly meets with 
community volunteer groups 
J.	 Direct Mail (coordinated by Development Department) 
1.	 September '88 - 20,000 pieces mailed to potential new members 
a) 2 page letter, response card, BRE, hand addressed envelope 
b) components of list 
- rented list from Karl Rove with proven 1%+ response 
rate 
- traded list with Austin Lyric Opera 
- Art School students 
-	 lapsed members 133 
-	 Black caucus group 
2.	 Membership renewals and new member solicitations sent monthly 
a) most numerous (600-700 pieces) sent November, December, 
June, July 
b) followed-up by second, third and fourth renewal notices 
c) followed-up by thank you notes to renewals and new members 
3.	 Invitations to each exhibition 
a) every 6 weeks to general membership (2,400) and WAG (602) 
4.	 March '89 Annual Fund Campaign 
a) WAG - letters sent to all members, signed by WAG and 
followed-up by phone calls 
b) General Membership - same activities as above, signed by 
Director 
c)	 Trustees - same activities as above, signed by Chairman of 
Annual Fund 
5. February '89 Business Campaign (BC) ($100+ contributions) 
a) 350 previous givers sent letters, signed by Blue Chip 
Committee Chairman 
b) 4000 new potential givers sent letters 
list from Chamber of Commerce, and lists targeting 
real estate brokers, computer firms, certain law 
offices 
- followed-up by phone calls by volunteer stockbrokers 




d)	 phone calls followed-up by 2nd mailing to undecided 
potential givers 
6.	 Sponsors and Associates (SA) ($500-1000 level) Membership 
Drive (125 current members - 90 paid, 35 complimentary) 
a) prospects identified by SA members (500 + pieces) 
- letters, sent, signed by member who identified 
prospect 
- followed-up by phone call 
b) letter emphasizes SA "Art is a Way of Life" evening 
dinners with artists and arts professionals 
c) article in Preview (attracted at least 2 new members) 
7.	 September '88 introduced "The Contemporaries," new membership 
level for younger professionals (70 current members)
 
a) recruitment started June '88
 
b) 500 pieces mailed including party invitation and
 
membership	 form 
- followed by phone calls from Contemporaries 
8.	 Special Fundraising Events 
a) Fall - "Sporting Day in the Country" and "Manor Downs" 
b) Spring - "Wine Tasting," and "Fiesta" 
-	 mailing lists vary but all go to general membership 
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II.	 Observations 
A.	 The preeminent problem with marketing lies within the 
organizational structure. As there is no marketing director, the 
marketing activities are divided between Public Relations and 
Developmen t. Sharing duties is not really the main problem. The 
main problem is that this structure leaves a big gap - some 
marketing functions are simply not being performed, particularly 
systematic marketing analysis and planning. Limited time, 
personnel and other resources contribute to this gap. 
B.	 Need to produce a general information brochure. 
C.	 It is difficult to imagine that the issue of new logo has yet to 
be resolved. This problem was indicated as early 1978 by X3 
Consultants. 
D.	 It is imperative that LGAM enforce a policy for a central office 
to approve and clear all marketing materials and public 
information. This will facilitate consistency, organizational 
integrity and unage. 
E.	 Consider getting more mileage out of postage fees by using inserts 
~n thank you notes to create more interesting pieces. Will 
probably not use inserts for solicitation pieces as they may 
detract from message. 
F.	 Consider advertising by placing ads ~n taxis, buses, cinemas and 
other methods not ~n use. 
G.	 Press release list may need to be further qualified by computer 
for more direct qualifying and targeting. 
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R.	 Press releases information must be passed to Scout sooner for 
better timing of releases to media. 
I.	 Need to be more active with trading mailing lists for specific 
market segments and specifically targeted events. 
J.	 Need closer coordinating between WAG and LGAM concerning WAG 
materials produced. 
K.	 Consider increasing advertising budget by co-op ads for specific 
target groups with other advertisers. 
L.	 Strengthen ties to co-op marketing efforts with smaller local 
museums to produce an image of a united museum community for the 
benefit of all. 
M.	 Consider more promotional items for sale and as tangible benefits 
(e.g.	 an art poster underwritten by Radisson Hotels). 
N.	 Further analysis is needed to assess the effectiveness of current 
marketing activities so that modifications may be in place for FY 
1989-90 marketing. 
O.	 Need infusion of fresh ideas from outside to develop creative, 
non-traditional marketing approaches as well as strengthen and 








February 1, 1989 
TO: Donna 
From: James 
RE: Board Member contacts with Private Foundation Board Members 
It may prove favourable to inquire within LGAM's Board to see if 
any of our Board Members may be acquainted with the following persons: 
Tomas Abel Arciniega, Carnegie Corporation, NY 
Perry R. Bass, Sid Richardson Foundation 
Frank A. Bennack, Jr. William Randolph Hearst Foundation 
Ernest H. Cockrell, Cockrell Foundation 
William 1. Garwood, Jr. Clayton Fund t-fa:a:net. FUllbright:: &-.ffiwursM): 
Gibson Gayle, Jr. M. D. Anderson Foundation 
Charles W. Hall " " 
C.	 M. Hudspeth, Brown Foundation 
A. G. McNeese, Jr. M. D. Anderson Foundation
 
John F. O'Shaughnessy, I. A. O'Shaughnessy Foundation
 
Harriet Schaffer Rabb, Ford Foundation
 
Frank L. Scott, R. C. Baker Foundation
 
Ronald G. Turner " "
 
W.	 W. Vann, Clayton Fund (Par-tne¥,-ltdlbr±gltc & Jawtf!ski)
 




James L. Daniel, Jr. Ray C. Fish Foundation 
Bruce Lipshy, Zale Foundation 
Charles A. Sanders, Commonwealth Fund 





RE: 10th Annual Austin Artists Exhibition 
The following list of major companies moved to or began operations 
in Austin around 1979. Because these kind of deals don't exactly 
happen overnight, it's a bit difficult to pin down an exact date. 
Advanced Micro Devices 
Data General 
NPS Industries (Nuclear Power Services) 
Reliance Electric 




K. M. W. Systems Corporation
 























RE: Things to do after the Matching Gifts Follow-up calls are made. 
1.	 Send thank yous to companies who confirmed and remind them that their name 
will be included in our list of companies which match. Also send them 
a packet of info about LGAM. 
2.	 Send "thanks anyway" notes to firms which would not match at this time 
and also send a LGAM info packet to them as well. 
3.	 Update Matching gifts database. 
4.	 Approach Board at next meeting to show them the response that has been 
generated by my researchand ask them if they may add their firms names 
to our list as a vote of confidence for this effort. 
5.	 Complete list of firms which match. 
6.	 Produce an insert of this list to be include in upcoming mailings 
to membership and possibly other mailings. 
7.	 It may be useful to create a database of matching gifts in order to 




From James Pate 
Notes for Volunteers calling to confirm matching gift contributors 
When you call, please remember: 
1.	 Identify yourself as a LGAM volunteer 
2.	 You will probably need to ask to speak to someone in either: 
Community Relations Department, Public Relations Department or 
perhaps, Marketing or some other office 
3.	 Be sure to note the company representative's Name, Title, Department, 
and correct mailing address. 
4Explain	 to the person that you would like to confirm whether or not their 
firm would match their employees contributions to the Museum as our 
research does indicate. 
5.	 If yes, ask permission to include the firm's name in our list of other 
generous companies which match employee giving. You may wish to mention that 
this list includes: Atlantic Richfield, AT&T, Exxon, IBM, TI and many 
other fine companies both large and small. 
6.If you cannot contact someone who has the authority to confirm or, does 
not know, ask whom you may call instead. 
7.Be sure to thank them. 
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(2) 
8.	 When calling the following companies, you may wish to mention
 
that we are making this inquiry because their firm does match
 
employee gifts to KLRU, Public Radio. However you probably don't
 


































RE: Trip to Dallas for meeting with potential corporate supporters 
The following list contains major Texas corporations headquartered in 
Dallas (unless a nearby location is noted). 
LTV- steel & energy 
AJAK:. ~ (holding co. of Amer. Airlines) @DFW Airport 
Texas Instruments 
Kimberly-Clark consumer products 
Texas Utilities holding co.- electric 
Halliburton- oil field svcs. 
~~ Dresser Indus tries- energy related svcs. 
Enserch- energy & construction 
American Petrofina 
Central and Southwest holding co.- electric 
Valhi- sugar and forestry 
MCorp- banking 
Cent ex- contruction 
E-Systems- defense electronics 
Lafarge- cement 
Tyler- explosives 
Cullum Companies- supermarkets 
Commercial Metals 
Southmark- real estate 
Southwest Airlines 
Maxus Energy 
Lomas & Nettleton Financial 
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(2) 
Texas Industries- cement, steel 
Trinity Industries- heavy metals 
American Healthcare Mgmnt. 
Lone Star Technologies- oil equip. 
Dallas- cons t. 
Seamen's- banking 
Keystone Consolidated- steel 
Energas 
Lear Petroleum 






Royal International Optical 
BancTexas Group 
National Heritage- nursing home mgrnnt. 
Telecom- diversified holding co. 
Hogan Systems- financial software 
Southwestern Electric Service 







MUSEUM NEWS RELEASE 
March 6, 1989 
CONTACT: Scout Carr (512)478-7742 
RE: 
Blue Chip Committee To Raise $50,000 
FOR RELEASE: 
Immediately 
FRANK ~. McBEE, Jr., Chairman of the Board of Laguna Gloria 
Art Museum, has announced the formation of the BLUE CHIP 
COMMITTEE that will spearhead the Museum's 1988-89 Business 
Campaign and has named two prominent Austin businessmen to 
its leadership. 
Committee Chairman JOHN ANDERSON of GRAVES DOUGHERTY HEARON & 
MOODY and Vice-chairman MICHAEL KENTOR of KENT OR WAXMAN will 
lead the committee of Austin community leaders in their 
efforts to raise support for the Museum's ongoing operational 
expenses. Committee members include VAUGHN ALDREDGE, WILLIAM 
ALLENSWORTH, DUNYA BEAN, DOUG CHAMPION, IZZY CORDOVA, TRAVIS 
DAVIS, ED FLEMING, HARRIS FOSTER, LA VADA JACKSON, BILL 
KEENAN, RON KESSLER, MARGARET KEYS, LEE KNOX, LO~ELL 
LEBERMANN, RICK MORRISON. FRED MEYERS, HARRIET NAGEL, JUDY 
NEWBY, WALT PENN, RAY SMILOR and ANNE WYNNE. 
(m or e) 
THE ARTS ARE NEWS
 
Targeting 350 companies who contributed to last year's 
Campaign, the Blue Chip Committee plans to raise $50,000 of 
the $100,000 Business Campaign goal. 
Underscoring the Blue Chip Committee efforts. MICHAEL S. DELL 
and DELL COMPUTER CORPORATION have generously contributed 
$15.000 to the Campaign. 
In addition, the investment firms of MERRILL LYNCH PIERCE 
FENNER & SMITH. DEAN WITTER REYNOLDS. PRUDENTIAL-BACHE 
SECURITIES. THOMSON McKINNON SECURITIES AND RAUSCHER PIERCE 
REFSNES are conducting a phone-a-thon to solicit an 
additional 4.500 Austin-area companies for donations. 
For more information about Laguna Gloria Art Museum's 
Business Campaign contact DONNA DETEAU. Development Officer. 
(512)478-7742. 
:IF fft :fJ 
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~F8~'s support of Laguna Gloria Art Museum has demon5trated 
your company's commitment to Austin. And the Museum has been 
pleased to count you among its valued business partners. 
Last year, your donation and that of other leading Austin 
Companies helped raise $110,000 for the Museum's Business 
Campaign: important contributions that are used to cover 
expenses ranging from art education for children and outreach 
programs for the disadvantaged to building and grounds 
maintenance. 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum depends on your tax-deductible 
contribution to continue to enrich the quality of life in 
Austin. Please be generous again this year and help support 
one of Austin's leading cultural institutions. 
In recognition of your support this year, we would be honored 
for you and a friend or spouse to be our guest at the 1989 
Fiesta Preview Party. The Preview Party is a fun-filled 
event with wonderful food and an open bar. It also provides 
an opportunity to visit with the many Austin business and 
community leaders who attend annually. 
Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to seeing 





Laguna Gloria Art Museum in Austin, Texas respectfully requests 149 
from******** a grant in the amount of $***** to fund The Terri tory, an 
innovative six part public television series exploring the work of 
contemporary film and video artists. 
The primary objective of The Territory series is to open and expand the 
venues of exhibition for contemporary media artists through the medium 
of television. 
The Territory includes presentations of documentary, experimental
 
works, animation, short-fiction, and ethnographic works. Some works
 
present technological advances in media, including computer generated
 
video and other state of the art deveopments in an experimental format.
 
. Other segments examine social issues; present works of regional fiction, 
multicultural perspectives and, artistic performance. Though each 
production includes an independent expression of the artist, the series 
may be charactarized as works which exp lore and expand the boundaries 
of the television medium. Also, the techical expertise and attention to 
media craftsmanship is of the highest quality. Artists featured in the 
five previous seasons of The Territory have included Max Almy, Dara 
Birnbaum, David Daniels, Helen DeMichael, Jan Krawitz, Danny Lyon, Victor 
Masayesva, The Quay Brothers, John Sanborn, Woody Vasulka and Edin 
Velez. 
The Museum shall present The Territory on KLRU-KLRN, pUblic television 
stations for Austin/San Antonio and southern Texas, in the fall of 1989. 
These two stations serve a potential viewing audience of 800,000 
households spanning thirty-six (36) counties. The series will be initially 
aired twice by these stations for a total of twelve (12) broadcasts. 
KLRU-KLRN has successfully demonstrated their expert ise in distributing 
local1y produced works to other media markets. This expertise will 
facilitate the process of bringing The Territory to other cities nationwide. 
The Territory grew and moved from access cable television to public 
television in 1988. Since 1983, fund'ing has been provided by the Texas 
Commission on the Arts, which will continue through 1989. The 1988 
season was funded in part by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA). 
NEA recognized The Territory as a significant model which has represented 
a wide selection of media artworks. In its decision to fund The Territory, 
NEA confirmed Laguna Gloria's ability to provide a systematic curatorial 
approach to contemporary media artworks which may also serve as a 
model for other media artists and producers to create a dialogue with a 
much larger audience through the medium of broadcast te levision. 
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In its function as a model, The Territory is currently being reviewed as an 
effective framework and reference for developing independent media arts 
productions in other cities. Segments of The Territory have been 
presented and discussed at conferences held by the American Association 
of Museums, the American Fi 1m Inst i tue, and the Nat iona1Associat ion of 
Media Arts Centers. 
Though they work in a medium which lends itself to broad distr·ibution 
that furthers the decentralization of art, emerging media artists receive 
little exposure outside of New York City and Los Angeles. Many receive 
cri tical acclaim for their works but, they have almost exclusive ly re1ied 
upon academic settings, museums or, media centers to provide an 
audience for their works. 
Through the resources of Laguna Gloria Art Museum (LGAM), The 
Territory provides a system to facllitate the distribution, exposure and 
audience development for these emerging artists without imposing 
restraints upon form or content associated with more commercial media 
ventures. LGAM is exclusively dedeicated to American art of the 20th 
century and its curatorial staff is actively involved with independent 
media arts. Since 1973, LGAM has presented an average of forty (40) 
media events annually. 
To produce the 1989 season of The Territory, LGAM has assembled a 
professiona1team of media arts specia1ists inc luding: 
Execuative Producer of The Territory Judith Sims, LGAM Film and 
Video Curator. 
Commentator Ed Hugetz, Director of the Southwest Al ternat ive 
Media Project in Houston who has 15 years of programming 
experience with the Public Broadcasting System (PBS). 
Commentator Tom Schatz, Writer, who has conducted seminars 
on media arts issues for the American Film Institute, the 
Smithsonian and other institutions. 
The production staff of KLRU-TV, Austin's local PBS affiliate. 
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Most importantly, a selection of independent directors and media 
artists who represent the vanguard in this medium. 
The curatorial function to be executed by LGAM includes: 
1) Seek ing out the best new works avai lab Ie from a variety of 
sources- works presented at the American Fi 1m Inst i tute's 
Annual Video Festival, the National Association of Media Arts 
Centers Conference, the Southwest Independent Production Fund, 
and recommendations from media curators and other professional 
nat ionw ide. 
2)Oesigning the programm ing format. Each one-hour segment wi 11 
include an original work shown in its entirety followed by clips 
of the artist's other works, lively commentary and critical 
re-examination of the artist's work often including an interview 
with the artist. This format is unique among cultural programs 
produced in the Southwest. This format is designed to engage the 
viewer to form a better understanding of the art ist's work, 
provide contextual points of reference, and to expand the work 
from an individual expression to a shared cultural 
experience for the viewers. 
3)Providing an educational resource. In addition to broadcasts on 
PBS, The Terrltory is made available for veiwing by university 
communications classes. Student evaluations and critical 
responses to various aspects of the series contribute 
significantly to the dialogue between the artists and the 
audience. These evaluations have proven helpful to the producers' 
refinement of the series' format. 
4)Preserving the record. A comp lete archive of The Terri tory
 






The First 150 Years of Photography
 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum
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September 2nd through October 22nd, 1989 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum (LGAM), a pub I icly supported, tax-exempt 
organization requests from ---------- the amount of $------- to 
underwrite an exhibition commemorating photography's 150th year. 
The year of 1839 is generally agreed upon as the genesis of 
photography. By combining light, chemicals, and experimental processes it 
became possib Ie to freeze a moment in time and preserve that image for 
posterity. The First 150 Years of Photography celebrates this milestone 
not only in the context of art history but also as a social phenomenon 
which continues to touch all of our lives. 
From the earliest daguerreotypes to the latest technological 
experiments, selections include works by Julia Margaret Cameron, Eugene 
Atget, Edward weston, Ansel Adams, Minor White and Joel Meyerowitz 
among others. Through a wide range of artists, diverse sUbject matters 
and styles; museum visi tors wi] l see how photography is an integra I part 
of our history and how it continues to shape the ways we view our world. 
By selecting seventy images from the archives of the Harry Ranson 
Humanities Research Center at The University of Texas, curator Roy 
Flukinger has assembled an representative group of photographs which 
will attract broad public appeal without compramising the demands of 
serious scholarly interest. Each photograph will be accompanied by labels 
to provide the museum visitor an explanation of the artist's ideas and 
goals. An illustrated catalogue of The First 150 Years of Photography will 
document the exhibition and prOVide a more critical understanding of the 
works presented. 
Attendance for this eXhibition is estimated to exceed-------. As one 
of the leading exhibitors of contemporary art in the region, the i1useum 
has presented such well-attended photographic shows as: 5 American 
Photographers- DeMeyer, White, Stieglitz, Strand, Weston in 
I980,--------------------------in198-and-------------------------­
- in 198-. Laguna Gloria is pleased to continue this tradition by 
presenting The First 150 Years of Photography. 
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James Christopher Pate was born on June 10, 1959 in Mobile, 
Alabama. He moved to Houston, Texas in 1973 and began to show a 
serious interest in art and archaeology. He was enrolled at the 
University of North Texas in 1977 where he majored in Art History 
and minored in French. He was graduated with a Bachelor of Arts 
in Art History from the University of North Texas in August, 1982. 
He also studied at College of the Mainland in Texas City, Texas; 
San Jacinto College in Pasadena, Texas; and the Graduate School of 
Business at the University of Texas at Austin. He was enrolled in 
the Graduate School of the University of New Orleans to pursue the 
degree of Master of Arts in Arts Administration in January, 1987 
and successfully completed this course of study in August, 1989. 
